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Introduction
1-1 In this Guide
This document is the User’s Guide to the HP Service Activator (HPSA) based VPN Solution, which
is a solution suite managing MPLS based VPN services, from order entry to activation in the
network.
The objective of this guide is to offer assistance to Operators that uses or are going to use the
Service Activator VPN Solution Pack (VPN_SVP) for their network service provisioning work.
It is assumed that Operators have basic knowledge of Service Activator and extensive knowledge of
Layer 2 and Layer 3 VPN MPLS technology.
You may find further information about setup, initial configuration and other administrative
procedures of VPN_SVP in [ADM].

1-2 Manual Organization
Each chapter covers different functionality of the VPN_SVP. Only the main functionality will be
described and no emphasis has been put on the features of the HPSA core product.
Below is a brief description of the chapters in this document.
Chapter 2 introduces the VPN_SVP and its features
Chapter 3 describes the basic set-up of the HPSA inventory parts (such as locations, networks,
routers).
Chapter 4 focuses on customer records management in CRM Portal. It explains how new customers
are entered, how customer records are searched for or are deleted.
Chapter 5 explains how a Layer 2 VPN (VPLS) service is activated. The CRM operator enters the
customer order in CRM Portal and forwards the request to Service Activator for the Network
operator to complete activation tasks.
Chapter 6 explains how a Layer 2 VPWS service is activated. The CRM operator enters the
customer order in CRM Portal and forwards the request to Service Activator for the Network
operator to complete activation tasks.
Chapter 7 guides you through activating Layer 3 VPN services. The CRM operator enters the
customer order in CRM Portal and forwards it to Service Activator for the Network operator to
complete the activation tasks.
Chapter 8 describes a set of additional facilities not related to specific service types.
Chapter 9 explains how to use the Reporting tool to extract information from the Inventory database.
Chapter 10 guides you through Error and Diagnostic handling of failed service requests. The tools
available to the network operator are presented and explained.
Chapter 11 addresses Back-up and Restore processes
Chapter 12 describes the integration of HPSA and HP NNMi.
Chapter 13 describes the integration of HPSA and HP NA.

1-3 Install Location Descriptors
The following names are used to define install locations throughout this guide.
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Table 1 Install Location Descriptors
Descriptor

What the Descriptor Represents

$JBOSS_DEPLOY

The install location of the JBoss applications. The
UNIX location is:
/opt/HP/jboss/server/default/deploy
The Windows location is:
<install drive>:\HP\jboss\server\default\deploy

$SOLUTION

The install location of the VPN_SVP solution. The
UNIX location is:
/opt/OV/ServiceActivator/solutions/SAVPN
The Windows location is:
<install
drive>:\HP\OpenView\ServiceActivator\solutions\SAV
PN

1-4 References
List of References
Reference

Document Title

File Name

ADM

HPSA - VPN SVP 7.0 Administrator’s Guide

AdminGuide.pdf*

SDG

HPSA - VPN SVP 7.0 Service Discovery Guide

SDGuide.pdf*

REL

HPSA – VPN SVP 7.0 Release Notes

ReleaseNotes.pdf*

INTRO

HP Service Activator User’s and Administrator’s Guide. Edition V70-1A

HPSA-User.pdf**

INTEGRATE

HP Service Activator System Integrator’s Overview. Edition V70-1A

Overview.pdf**

NA_USR

HP Network Automation User’s Guide

User_guide.pdf+

NOTE1: * Documents available in the HPSA VPNSVP solution docs folder.
NOTE2: ** Documents available in the HP Service Activator docs folder.
NOTE3: + Documents available in the HP Network Automation docs folder.
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2

Introduction to VPN Solution Pack
The HP Service Activator VPN Solution Pack (or VPN_SVP) implements a multi vendor VPN
provisioning solution which automates common repetitive task and which provides a convenient
collection of tools to ease the daily work of a Service Provider.

2-1 What is the VPN_SVP?
The VPN_SVP software extends the value and benefits of the HP Service Activator framework.
The objective of the VPN_SVP is to:



Provide an easy-to-use platform for VPN provisioning and management which enhances the
effectiveness of the provider’s operations and lowers the risk of configuration errors and service
outages





Reduce time to deployment through pre-implemented workflows and configuration templates



Includes a pan-optic network management integration foundation, currently towards HP
Network Node Manager (NNMi) and HP Network Automation (NA) for network discovery, data
load, VPN service integrity checks and GUI cross-launch.



Provide an operational foundation for a solution that can easily be customized and extended to
map specific customer contexts



Include a multi-vendor catalogue of solutions and components that constantly develop in line
with new services

Facilitate integration with the multi vendor equipment as well as other support systems
Include MPLS VPN Service Management expertise, configuration recommendations and best
practices

The VPN_SVP normally requires some customization and extensions to provide the precise
services and facilities requested by a particular customer. The flexibility and openness of the HPSA
framework and of VPN_SVP provides an ideal environment for customer specific modifications and
extensions.

2-2 Content of VPN_SVP
The VPN_SVP contains several components in addition to the standard HPSA features to support
the operational procedures of VPN Service Providers.
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A general service request/response interface (North Bound Interface, NBI) for integration with
Order Management systems or other operations support systems.



A simple CRM Portal GUI, which provides an easy-to-use interface for Customer Order related
personnel to manage the Customer ordered services to be provisioned or activated in the
Provider’s network. Displays a summary of the states of various services requested by the
various customers.



An Inventory repository which maintains Service, Equipment and Configuration related objects
and parameters



An Inventory GUI which provides an easy-to-use Network Operator interface for viewing Services
and their related resources as well as configuring and creating resources and parameters
necessary for the Service Provider’s operations.



A set of device and vendor independent HPSA Workflows which implements the service creation,
modifications and deletion operations on PE and CE devices



A service agnostic set of device and vendor independent HPSA Workflows which implements
creation of service attachments via an L2 switch based Access Network.



A set of corresponding vendor, device and OS dependent activation templates, which
implements the device specific configuration commands which are necessary for configuring the
requested services and/or modifications and deletions.
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Role based GUIs and Workflows which allows association of views and operations to the role of
the operator.



NNM Liaison component that provides integration between the service fulfillment (HPSA) and
service assurance (HP NNMi) products to provide service information into the assurance
application and equipment and topology load into the fulfillment application.



NA Liaison component that guarantees the service integrity between the network and the
fulfillment application.



Network interface upload tool that provides automatic creation of NE related inventory elements,
such as ports, interfaces and controllers from information uploaded from the NE.



A Service Discovery tool that allows VPN_SVP to discover configured services from the network
device configurations. This may be used to commence VPN_SVP in an already running
environment.



A Work-order tool, which provides CE management via manual work orders. Work-orders are
e.g. generated in cases where either the CE is not present in the network and connectivity
cannot be established or the detailed configuration commands are not (yet) implemented in
activation templates.



A work-order distribution component that allows Work-orders to be automatically send by e.g.
email to 3rd-party clients that are responsible for setting up managed CE devices, or to the
contact person of the customer in case of an unmanaged CE device.



A Reporting Tool that provides information about the services and resources managed by
VPN_SVP. This information augments the Inventory information view, in a way which is not
readily available in the Inventory GUI.



An Error/Diagnostic Handler that allows the operator to analyze, diagnose and possibly resubmit
failed service requests. Supports resource retention or reselection as well as skip activation
mode.



A Delayed Activation component that allows requests that fails due to temporary connectivity
problems between the NOC and the NEs to be retried automatically.



An Interface Recovery tool, which allows the operator to move all existing services to an
available replacement port in case a physical port e.g. burns out.



An xml based Inventory importer/exporter tool which supports backup, data migration and data
load of the complete Inventory database of VPN_SVP.



A generic configuration Backup tool which allows for manual and automatic periodic backup and
restore of Network Element (PE and CE) configurations as well as audit compare function which
helps in validation and verification of equipment configurations. Supports any transfer protocol
that the vendor specific devices may support.



The Audit tool of HPSA is used to store historic records (audit trails) in the database for each
activation/modification performed on any NE. Combined with the Backup Tool this may be used
to recover the complete configuration of a failed NE.
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Figure 2-1 VPN Solution components augmenting HP Service Activator core components

2-3 Services of VPN_SVP
The VPN_SVP automates or simplifies the major part of the following service provisioning tasks:



A simple CRM Portal and GUI, which provides and easy-to-use interface for Customer Order
related personnel to request the services ordered by the Customer to be provisioned or
activated in the Provider’s network using the NBI of VPN/HPSA.



Creation and deletion of IPv4 or IPv6 based L3 VPN service.
This activity does not induce any configuration of the NEs. The VPN object serves as a
container for VPN wide attributes, default values and the site services. VPN topologies Fullymeshed and Hub & Spoke are supported.




Layer 3 multicast is supported (PIM sparse and sparse-dense mode)
Addition and removal of IPv4 or IPv6 Layer 3 VPN Site service. This includes allocation and
reservation of the various Layer 3 VPN and Site specific resources and the configuration of the
PE and optionally CE routers:

○ PE-CE connection routing protocol:
 RIP
 OSPF
 eBGP
 Static routes
○ QoS, and for a Managed CE optionally CE based QoS
 Rate Limit (aggregated BW)
 Up to 8 CoS, percentage allocation bandwidth
○ Classification based on:
 DSCP
 IPAddr, TCP/UDP port
○ Automatic addition of AdminVPN Spoke configuration of the PE VRF for Managed CEs
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○ Selection among Multiple PE-CE link address pools for the allocation of PE-CE connection
addresses

○ Address pool with /31 network mask are supported
○ Encapsulation of attachment circuits. The following types are supported:
 Serial: HDLC, PPP and Frame Relay including selection of DLCI
 Ethernet: None or 802.1Q including selection of VLAN Id



Creation and maintenance of IPv4 and IPv6 address pools that support IPv4 as well as IPv6
based L3 services.



Protection configuration/multi-homing of Layer 3 Site services. This includes configuration of
multiple (dual) attachment circuits connecting a Layer 3 Site CE to different PEs in the provider
network. This requires that the PE-CE routing protocol is eBGP.



Modification of Layer 3 Site services. This includes modification of the following Site specific
(shared) parameters:

○ Connectivity Type (Full Mesh, Hub, Spoke)
○ Multicast (Rendezvous Point, Rate-limit, CoS)
and the following attachment circuit specific parameters:

○ Add/Remove Static Routes
○ Rate Limit (aggregated BW)
○ QoS



Join/Leave VPN. These operations allow a site to become a member of multiple VPNs. The
VRF is modified to include the RC of the VPN to join. Likewise, Leave removes the associated
RC. This may be used to implement e.g. extranet and Intranet access VPNs.



Support the setup an construction of the providers network infrastructure based on multiple AS
numbers (multi-AS-backbone), and automates the creation and deletion of ASBR links across
multiple AS when services are created/deleted.



Configuring attachment of L3 services via a generic L2 switched Access Network component.
Manages allocation and configuration of service specific Vlan ids (1:1 mapping) on access ports
and adding these to the trunk ports in the access network.



Provides optionally addition of VRRP configuration for L3 services that are attached via L2
access network to multiple PE routers to provide a standard based PE router redundancy
features.



Creation and Deletion of Layer 2 VPN service (Virtual Private LAN Service or VPLS). This
activity does not induce any configuration of the NEs. The VPN object serves as a container for
VPN wide attributes, default values and the site services



Addition and removal of Layer 2 VPN Site service. This includes allocation and reservation of
the various Layer 2 and Site specific resources. Both explicit mesh configuration mode and
BGP auto-discovery modes are supported

○ The following UNI Types are supported:
 Ethernet Port
 Ethernet PortVlan
○ QoS includes:
 Rate limit
 Up to 8 CoS
 Classification based on 802.1Q p-bits



Modification of Layer 2 Site services. This includes:

○ Rate Limit (aggregated BW)
○ QoS



Creation and deletion of Layer 2 VPWS (Virtual Private Wire Service or point-to-point) services
of Port, Port-VLAN, Frame Relay and PPP types. The following combinations of UNI types are
supported:

○ Eth Port↔Eth Port
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○ Eth PortVlan↔Eth PortVlan, FR, PPP
○ FR↔Eth PortVlan, FR, PPP
○ PPP↔Eth PortVlan, FR, PPP



QoS includes:

○ Rate Limit
○ CoS (1 out of 8)



Modification of Layer 2 VPWS services. This includes:

○ Rate Limit



Configuring attachments of L2 services via a generic L2 switched Access Network component.
Manages allocation and configuration of service specific Vlan ids (1:1 mapping) on access ports
and adding these to the trunk ports in the access network.




Supports Region specific Vlan id and DLCI allocation schemes.



Supports the addition of multiple services of multiple types to a single interface/port. If the
different site’s existing attachment types are Vlan based (and not port based) those multiple
services may all be shared in a single interface. The restrictions for service type’s combinations
are configurable according to vendor card type specific capabilities.



Timed activation of Layer 2 VPLS, Layer 2 VPWS and Layer 3 VPN Site operations such as
creation and modification. The Schedule specification may include:

Allows addition of multiple service types to an existing Site service (service multiplexing). If a
site’s existing attachment type is Vlan based (and not port based) multiple services may be
associated a single site. This includes a configurable mix of L3 and L2 services according to
vendor card type specific capabilities.

○ Start Time: The time when the requested services is to be activated
○ End Time: The (optional) time when the service is to be de-activated
○ Recurrence: Daily | Weekly | Monthly. Only modify Rate limit is currently supported as
recurrent.



Disabling/Enabling of Services. This allows a Site service or a complete VPN service to be
stopped without releasing any allocated resources. Hence, these services may easily be reenabled.



Service Integrated LSP feature. This enables enhanced treatment of MPLS cross-core data
according to the customer/ingress data classification. This strategic Traffic Engineering
component builds a mesh of LSPs between the PE routers hosting VPN sites. The LSPs may
be automatically as well as manually created, modified and/or deleted according to the
requirement and topology of the site services. This feature is currently only supported on
Juniper PE devices.



Service-independent Aggregated LSP feature. This kind of LSPs is not related to any VPN
service and can be created/modified/deleted through the inventory GUI. At site attachment
creation/modification time is possible to select whether that site is going to use Service LSPs or
Aggregate LSPs.



Generic failure, retry and diagnostic management. This includes a common interface from
where access to specific service provisioning information is made available:

○ Request message, activation dialog, device communication log
○ Option to re-try with our without resource retention or fail the service request.
○ Temporary connectivity failures to the NEs are retried automatically by the delayed
activation component
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Service recovery due to equipment failures. This includes an automated interface recovery tool,
which allows the operator to migrate all services configured on a specific port is to a selected
replacement port.



Discovery of Services from network elements. Analyzes the configuration files of the NEs and
discovers the configured services. This information may be reconciled by the operator before
committing these into Inventory. For more information, see [SDG].
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NNM Liaison component that provides integration between the service fulfillment (HPSA) and
service assurance (HP NNMi) products to provide service information into the assurance
application and equipment and topology load into the fulfillment application.



NA Liaison component that guarantees the service integrity between the network and the
fulfillment application.



In relation to MEF’s (Metro Ethernet Forum’s) Carrier Ethernet service specification, the
VPN_SVP implements the services as indicated in Table 2-2 below
Table 2-2 MEF Service Types
MEF Service Type

Port-based

Vlan-based

VPN/CE solution
service name

E-LAN

EP-LAN



EVP-LAN



L2VPN (VPLS)

E-Line

EPL



EVPL



L2VPWS

E-Tree

EP-Tree

÷

EVP-Tree

÷

L2VPMS - Not yet
supported

2-4 Activation Process of VPN_SVP
The VPN_SVP is structured around two web portals as illustrated in the Figure 2-2 below. Each
portal maintains its own process but the two are interrelated to each other via the exchange of
service request and response messages via the NBI.

2-4-1 CRM Portal
It is assumed that the operators of CRM portal (or some other Order Management System) may be
personnel different than the operators of the HPSA Portal. The CRM operators do not need any
detailed knowledge about the network infrastructure and technologies but must design the customer
related aspects of the services.
In the CRM Portal, the customer related aspects of the service activation process is maintained, i.e.
creating, updating and possibly deleting customer records as well as advanced search facilities to
locate a specific customer record among many.
The service life cycle is managed via the CRM portal. This includes associating services to the
customer, designing the service order and it’s specific parameters based on the customer’s
requirements, submitting the completed service orders for activation by Service Activator.
The services that have been associated customers may further be managed from the CRM Portal
by Modify requests and eventually the services may be removed as well.
The state of the (optionally scheduled) service activation requests submitted to Service Activator is
received from HPSA and maintained in the service views of the CRM Portal.

2-4-2 HPSA Portal
The HPSA portal operator must know the details of the provider network infrastructure and the
technologies available, as in the Service Activator (HPSA) Portal the more resource facing aspects
of the process is maintained. This includes allocation of network resources, e.g. devices and
interfaces, by the network operator and e.g. automatic allocation of IP addresses and optionally
Vlan ids.
Initially, the received service requests (orders) will automatically be validated in the HPSA to assure
that the request is not contradicting constraints on existing service types, etc.
The creation of a site service may require the network operator to select the attachment point of the
service, i.e. the router/switch and interface that the customer’s site gets connected to. This is
requested via an interaction form (AskFor) that automatically pops-up when required.
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Optionally, the request may be of Flow-through type where the Order Management System
specifies the required attachment point of the service and includes this in the request message. In
Flow-through Activation (FTA) mode no interactions are required at activation time on
VPN/HPSA.But often a received service request will anyway not require any interaction from
network operators and will execute as a flow-through process on HPSA, e.g. when it is a
modification of an existing service or any other operation that re-uses the already assigned
resources.
For any operation, the progress and status will (optionally) be reported back to the CRM Portal (or
some other north-bound order management system) to keep its state synchronized as mentioned
above.
In cases of service activation failures, these may first be analyzed and diagnosed via the HPSA
Portal’s generic Error-Handler feature. This provides access to some of the information that is
otherwise difficult to collect like a trace of the actual device dialog. Other information valuable for the
diagnostic process is available via the standard HPSA GUIs. If the cause may be identified and
even repaired, the request may be re-submitted from HPSA Portal. Otherwise, the request may be
failed, optionally annotated with an operator entered description, and the responsibility of the
process returns to the CRM Portal.
Figure 2-2 High-level architecture of VPN_SVP and the activation process.
Order Management


 Create and manage
customers

 Assign service order
parameters
 Send service request
to Service Activator
 Monitor progress of
service activation

Xml based
request/response
messages exchanged
via TCP

Service Activator Portal


 For non-FTA mode
requests, select
network resources
Select and interact with
service requests that
requires it
 Monitor service
configuration
 Failure and diagnostics
handling

Failed FTA requests will return control to the Order Management System without interactions with
the HPSA Portal’s generic Error-Handler feature.

NOTE: Throughout this guide, example values naming services and other parameters like regions
and locations are used in the description of the operational procedures. These values are of
course just examples and the actual value you must enter depends on your local configuration
and procedures.
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3

HPSA Inventory Management
This chapter describes HPSA inventory management and in particular the configuration of
parameters and resources which are required for the successful activation of services. You may
find more information on these activities in the [ADM].
The three standard SAVPN presentation trees in the Service Activator Inventory view, Services,
Equipment, and Parameters, are used to display services, and to manage provider equipment and
configuration parameters. These views enable you to setup Layer 2 and Layer 3 VPN service
parameters as well as to generate new resources and define your supported equipment and
interface types.
To illustrate VPN_SVP inventory management, we assume that the service provider intends to offer
services in the “North-West” region using Cisco 3600 routers. The provider wishes to cover the
region using a new sub-network which also has the name “North-West”. The provider also needs to
populate the inventory with additional IP addresses for the PE-CE attachment circuits. To implement
this, the following tasks must be completed:









Create new regions
Create new locations
Create new network and new access networks
Create new routers
Upload routers
Back up routers
Create IP address pools

NOTE: If NNM Liaison is enabled, Network Elements, Access Networks and their components
may be populated into the VPN_SVP by the NNMi data load. See Chapter 4 in [INTRO] for more
details.

NOTE: If adaptive mode is enabled, the resources needed to perform an activation can be stored
in a different inventory system and be sent into the request. See section 4-7 4-7 4-7 for more
details.

NOTE: Throughout this guide, when referring to Inventory views, it is always instance views that is
meant.
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3-1 VPN_SVP Equipment Tree
VPN_SVP provides a hierarchical view of the provider networks and network elements. The
(simplified) model used for the equipment hierarchy is as shown in Figure 3-1 below.
Figure 3-1 Simplified Equipment Model of VPN_SVP inventory

NOTE: The SAVPN/Equipment model is extended from the HPSA CRModel Equipment model.
For details on CRModel Equipment model, refer to [INTRO]

NOTE: The terms CRModel [Common Resource Model] and CNRM [Common Network Resource
Model] are used interchangeably through the documentation.

The presentation tree used to display the content of the equipment inventory (i.e.
SAVPN/Equipment view) uses the Region attribute on network to further structure the view.
Follow these steps to view the SAVPN/Equipment tree view
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Log in to Service Activator.
Select Inventory from the Work Area menu.
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This will open the Inventory GUI in a separate window.
Once in the Inventory GUI window, select the SAVPN/Equipment instance view and then
expand the RegionDenmark branch (click on the

icon).



In region Denmark you may observe two networks: Network Copenhagen and AN Copenhagen.
Expand Network CopenhagenPE routers branch to list the existing PE routers in Network
Copenhagen.



Among the listed PE routers expand the router C7600-1Interfaces to see the existing
interfaces of router C7600-1.

You should now have a view similar to the one below in Figure 3-2 where router C7600-1 is
selected for View operation.
Figure 3-2 Inventory GUI display of Equipment hierarchy
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3-2 Create New Regions and Locations
Follow these steps to create the new region “North-West”.
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Log in to Service Activator.



To enter a new Region, right-click the Regions branch and select Create Region.




Enter the name of the Region being added and its description.




Expand the Regions branch and expand the newly created North-West region.

Select Inventory from the Work Area menu like describe in section 1-1 .
This will open the Inventory GUI in a separate window.
Once in the Inventory GUI window, select the SAVPN/Parameters view and then expand the
ParametersSP Parameters branch.

Select the OK button to submit your new region. Once the region has been created, it is
possible to add Networks to it. To be able to add routers to the networks, locations must be
added to the regions.
To enter a new location belonging to the region, right-click the Locations branch and select
Create Location.

Inventory Management




Enter the Name, of the Location being added (e.g. Metropol North-West) and its description.
Select the OK button to submit your new location.

Once the regions and location has been created, it is possible to add new routers to the networks.

NOTE: VPN_SVP associates Regions to roles so that when a service request is received, the
Region of the customer’s site, which is included in the request, is used to assign the access roles
of the workflows executing on HPSA for that specific request.
When using Authentication on HPSA, operators (users) are assigned roles. These operator roles
must match the access roles assigned to the workflows to allow the operator e.g. to view or to
interact with the workflows. This means, that if an operator does not have the role corresponding
to the Region specified in the request, that request will be ‘invisible’ to the operator.
Similarly, the Regions branch in the Inventory GUI’s SAVPN/Equipment view requires that the
operator has a corresponding region role assigned. Otherwise the particular region branch will not
be visible.
Hence, when a new Region is created, the roles associated operators may have to be updated
correspondingly. Otherwise, the new region branch will not be visible to the operator neither will
the service requests for that region that might need interactions.
You will find more information on this in the [ADM].

3-3 Create Vlan and DLCI Allocation Schemes
A Region and/or a Location may define a Vlan/DLCI allocation scheme specific to that
Region/Location. Please see section 6-1-1 [ADM] for further information.

3-4 Create New Networks
Follow these steps to create the new network “North-West”.
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In the Inventory GUI window, select the SAVPN/Equipment view to display the Regions
branch.



Expand the Regions branch and select the newly created region North-West. If you can’t see
the newly created region, please read the Note above!



Right-click and select the
form.



Fill in the Name field.



Note that you may optionally associate this network with an ASN (Autonomous System
Number). This provides support for multi-AS-backbone scenarios. Leave it blank and the
global/default ASN parameter specified in SAVPN/Parameters view (ParametersSP
Parameters<provider> ASN field) will be used.



Select the OK button to submit and create the new network. Once the network has been
created, routers can be added to it.

Create Network action. This will open the Create New Network

3-5 Create New Routers
Complete these tasks to add a new Cisco 7600 router to the VPN_SVP inventory.
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In the Inventory GUI window, select the SAVPN/Equipment view to display the Regions
branch.



Expand the Regions branch and locate the “North-West” network created in above section 3-3
Create New Networks.



Expand the network branch and right-click PE Router, and then select the
routers action. This will display the Create PE Router form.



Fill in the Name, IP Address, Passwords, Management Protocol, Vendor, OS Version and
ElementType.



You may set the field PWPolicyEnabled flag, in which you can choose a password policy to
apply on this Equipment from the list of PWPolicy. In such cases, you do not need to set the
equipment credentials in this form.

Create PE

Inventory Management

NOTE: For more details on password policies, refer to [INTEGRATE].



Remember to assign your router to the location created in section 1-1 Create New Locations.
See the figure below.



Select BGPDiscovery if the router type supports VPLS BGP auto-discovery (RFC 4761). This
is intended for primarily Juniper type of routers. Currently Cisco routers are supported only for
manual VPLS setup (RFC 4762).



Check Backup field to allow backup of the newly created router. See section 3-9 Back-up and
Audit of Equipment Configuration below.



Select the OK button to create a new router. The router will be stored in the HPSA inventory.

NOTE: When a new router is added to the inventory, its LifeCycleState is set to Planned. In
practice, the service provider’s network engineers would later install the newly added PE router
and provide it with its initial configuration.
When the new router has been installed in the network and its initial configuration has been
applied including its IP addresses, its LifeCycleState must manually be set to Accessible
indicating that it is possible to connect from VPN_SVP to the router.
When the LifeCycleState is set to Accessible, the Interface Upload tool may be used to upload
and create the interfaces and controllers of the router in Inventory. See section 3-6 below.
It is possible for the network engineer to configure the description fields on (some of) the
interfaces in the router’s configuration. E.g. interfaces to be used for other purposes but VPN
services may be marked with the key word RESERVED. Interfaces may also be marked with the
key word UPLINK. In both cases, these interfaces when upload into the Inventory, will be put in
Reserved state and not be selectable for VPN service attachments. When this pre-configuration
has been completed, the LifeCycleState must manually be set to Preconfigured.
When in LifeCycleState Preconfigured, and the interfaces have been uploaded, the
LifeCycleState will automatically be set to Ready indicating that the router is ready for service
activation.
It is possible to use the Interface Upload tool also when the LifeCycleState is Ready e.g. the
router has been updated with more interface cards.
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NOTE: Two attributes, NextTier and NextTier2 are provided to extend the LSP functionality. The
tiers define a hierarchy among the PE routers with Tier1 being the PE router closest to the MPLS
core and the higher Tiers being successively further from the MPLS core. A current maximum
hierarchy of 3 tier levels is supported.
The attribute NextTier is mandatory for a Tier2/3 router, ignored for a Tier1 router
The attribute NextTier2 is optional for a Tier2 router, ignored for other tier routers.
When adding a PE router, the form accepts entering a Tier value. If the value “1” is entered,
nothing further happens and the form may be submitted.
If “2” is entered, one or optionally two downstream Tier1 routers must be appointed as NextTier
and NextTier2 from a selection list populated with the available Tier1 routers.
If “3” is entered, one downstream Tier2 router must be appointed as NextTier from a selection list
populated with the available Tier2 routers.
The selection list will contain Tier routers in the same Region as the PE router.
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3-6 Upload Interfaces of Router
Follow these steps to upload your router.




In the Inventory GUI window select the SAVPN/Equipment view.



Expand the network branch and locate the router C3600-2 created in 3-5 Create New Routers
above.



Right-click and select the
Upload Router action (LifeCycleState must be changed to e.g
Preconfigured for Upload action to appear - See Note above). This will open the Upload
Interfaces form.



In the form you may specify a slot number to upload only the interfaces and controllers
associated this slot, or you may leave the field blank to upload all interfaces and controllers.




Now select the OK button to upload your router.

Expand the North-West region branch and locate the “North-West” network created in 3-3
Create New Networks.

HPSA will then connect to the router, perform an upload of the configuration, parse this for the
interface information and populate the inventory with the discovered interfaces and E1/STM1
controllers.

NOTE: When you right click on the router, you will also see several NA and NNM related actions.
For details on the events that occur on choosing these options, refer to Chapters 11 and 12.
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3-7 Create New Access Networks
VPN_SVP supports creation and configuration of L2 Ethernet switch based access networks.
Access networks provide connectivity of customer services entering via access links on the
provider’s access device ports to the MPLS edge devices. See schematic architecture in Figure 3-3
below.
Figure 3-3 Access network Architecture

The access network is connected to the provider’s MPLS edge device (PEs or N-PEs) via L2
aggregation trunks. These trunks carry each service on a specific Vlan id. The Vlan id is assigned
by the provider at the access port as either customer specific or provider selected.
The access network may consist of multiple access topologies each which may be rings or linear
topologies of access devices (U-PEs) being attached to one or more aggregation device.
The assigned Vlan id is added to the access port, to the trunks of the access topology that contains
the access devices (U-PE) and aggregation devices and to the aggregation trunks connecting to the
PE devices as an integral part of the VPN_SVP activation process.
The access network component is agnostic about the nature of the service being attached and
provides the basic connectivity from access port to MPLS edge N-PE device. Services may be
attached to access devices, aggregation devices and of course also as direct attachment onto PE
devices.
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3-7-1 Adding New Access Network
You may use the Inventory GUI to perform this task. In large deployment scenarios, it may be more
efficient to generate the information to load in proper formatted XML files and use the XML Importer
tool to accomplish this task.
Follow these steps to create the new access network “AN Copenhagen” in region Denmark.



In the Inventory GUI window, select the SAVPN/Equipment view to display the Regions
branch.




Expand the Regions branch and select the region Denmark.



Fill in the Name field. E.g. “AN Copenhagen”



The ManagementVlans field allows you to reserve a range or list of Vlan ids used for
management access to the NEs of the access network. These values will not be used for
services. The list of management Vlan ids must be taken from the range defined in the Vlan
ranges defined in Inventory GUI’s SAVPN/ParametersParametersSP parameters branch.

Right-click and select the
Network form.

Create AccessNetwork action. This will open the Create New
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NOTE: The global allocation scheme of Vlan ids may be configured using Inventory GUI’s
SAVPN/ParametersParametersSP parametersVlan ranges object.

The range ‘Attachment/Internal’ represents provider selected values being allocated by VPN_SVP
for access network use and the range ‘Attachment/External represents the range from which user
selected values will be allocated.
The scheme may be configured to suit your specific purposes and will be followed by VPN_SVP
allocation Vlan ids for different services.
The scheme (illustrated above) may be global in the sense, that the same scheme will be followed
on all access networks and PE routers, but values will only be unique within each access network
and its attached N-PEs. Hence, the same Vlan id may be used in different access networks
(attached to different N-PEs).
Vlan schemes may be specific to a Region and/or a Location by defining a Vlan ranges object per
Region/Location.
If a Location specific range is defined that will be used for requests in that Location. If not, but the
containing Region specifies a range that will be used. Otherwise the global specified range will be
used.



Select the OK button to submit and create the new network. Once the network has been
created, aggregation devices can be added to it.

Follow these steps to create a new aggregation device for the newly created access network “AN
Copenhagen”:



In the Inventory GUI window, select the SAVPN/Equipment view to display the Regions
branch.




Expand the Regions branch and locate the “AN Copenhagen” access network created above.




Fill in the form as described in section 3-5 above to create e.g. a Cisco4500 aggregation switch.

Right-click and select the
Aggregation switch form.

Create Aggregation switch action. This will open the Create

Follow the steps described in section 3-6 to upload the interface information of the switch.

When an Aggregation switch has been created and its interfaces uploaded/initialized, you may add
topologies to the aggregation switch.
Follow these steps to create a new access topology in to the newly created access network “AN
Copenhagen”:
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In the Inventory GUI window, select the SAVPN/Equipment view to display the Regions
branch.





Expand the Regions branch and locate the “AN Copenhagen” access network created above.




Fill in the Name field to create e.g. access topology ring1.

Expand the access network branch “AN Copenhagen”.
Right-click the Topologies branch and select the
open the Create Access Topology form.

Create Access Topology action. This will

Select the OK button to submit and create the new topology (sub-network). Once the topology
has been created, access devices can be added to it.

Follow these steps to create new access devices for the newly created topology (sub-network)
“ring1”:




Expand the Topology branch and locate the “ring1” topology (sub-network) created above.



Fill in the form as described in section 3-5 above to create e.g. a Cisco3400 access switch,
“C3400-1”.



Follow the steps described in section 3-6 to upload the interface information of the newly added
access switch.

Right-click and select the
Switch form.

Create Access Switch action. This will open the Create Access

When an access switch in a topology has been created and its interfaces uploaded/initialized, you
may attach the topology to the aggregation switch.
Follow these steps to attach the newly created topology “ring1” to the aggregation switch:



Expand the access network branch “AN Copenhagen” and locate the “C4500-1” branch
corresponding to the aggregation switch created above.



Right-click the C4500-1 branch and select the
open the Create Link form.



You must now select from the TermionationPoint1 drop-down list, the port on the aggregation
switch C4500-1 to be used as the interconnecting trunk port. E.g. GigabitEthernet1/1.

Attach Access Topology action. This will
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Select from Type drop-down list, AccessTrunk, so that Aggregation Switch can be connected to
the Access Switch




Select from Network drop-down list, ring1.



Select the OK button to submit and attach the new topology (sub-network) ring1 to the
aggregation switch C4500-1. This creates a trunk object representing the link between the
C3400-1 access switch and the C4500-1 aggregation switch.

Select from the TermionationPoint2 drop-down list, the port on the access switch C3400-1 to
be used as the trunk port, e.g. GigabitEthernet0/1.

The process describe above may be used to e.g. create a second aggregation switch, e.g. C4500-2
to which the topology ring1 also may be attached (to form a ring). Likewise multiple access switches
per topology and multiple topologies may beF added and attached to the aggregation switches.
The individual trunk ports used for the links between access switches of the same topology and
used to interconnect the two aggregation switches must also be created in Inventory.
Follow these steps to create a trunk between the two aggregation switches:



Expand the access network branch “AN Copenhagen” and locate and expand the aggregation
switch branch “C4500-1” corresponding to one of the aggregation switches created above.

Right-click the Trunks branch and select the
This will open the Create Link form.
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Create Link action to create Aggregation Trunk.
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You may select the port on the aggregation switch “C4500-1” to be used to link to the other
aggregation switch from the TP1 drop-down list, e.g. GigabitEthernet1/2.





Select from Type drop-down value AggregationTrunk.



Select the OK button to submit and create the new trunk link between aggregation switches
C4500-1 and C4500-2.



You should follow similar steps in creating the trunks between your access switches.

Select from the Network drop-down value AN Copenhagen.
You may select the other aggregation switch you created above (e.g. “C4500-2”) from the NE2
drop-down list and the port on this to be use for the link, e.g. FastEthernet0/1.

You have now created a simple access network similar to the Inventory view illustrated below. Note
the Trunk(100) information on the two aggregation switches represent the link between these.
You are not quite complete with the process yet. You must now proceed and attach the created
access network to the MPLS edge devices in you network (N-PEs) as described in section 3-7-2
below.

NOTE: The process described in this section updates the Inventory db to match your access
network configuration. There are no activation activities (device configurations) in the above
process. When services are activated, this inventory information allows VPN_SVP to configure
the relevant trunks ports with allocated Vlan ids to provide the connectivity of user date from the
access port to the N-PE termination point.

3-7-2 Attaching Access Network to MPLS Edge
The final step in creating your access network is to attach it to the MPLS edge devices, refer to the
architecture illustrated in Figure 3-3 above.
You must decide on witch N-PE router to attach to the access network and select this in the
Inventory GUI. Follow these steps to select your N-PE router:
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In the Inventory GUI window, select the SAVPN/Equipment view to display the Regions
branch.



Expand the Regions branch and select the region Denmark corresponding to the region in
which you created the access network as described in section 3-7-1 above.



Locate and expand the network branch “Network Copenhagen” which represents you MPLS
devices.




Expand the PE router branch and right-click the desired N-PE device, e.g. C7600-1.



Select the TerminationPoint1 on your selected N-PE from the drop-down list of ports, e.g.
FastEthernet0/1.




Select the Type from drop-down list as Aggregation Trunk.



Select the N-PE PortMode. Mode SubInterface or Switchport is supported. Currently Cisco
devices require SubInterface mode to support L2 VPWS service and SwitchPort mode to
support L2 VPLS service. Hence, to support all service types at least two attachment ports must
be defined, one of each type.



Select the OK button to submit and create the new trunk link between the N-PE C7600-1 and
the aggregation switches C4500-1.



Follow the same procedure to attach the access network to a redundant N-PE, e.g. C7600-2
using aggregation switch C4500-2.

Select the
form.

Create Link action to create Aggregation Trunk. This will open the Create Link

Select the Network from the drop down list, e.g. AN Copenhagen. Select the
AggregationSwicth from the drop down list, e.g. C4500-1. Select the TerminationPoint2 on
your selected aggregation switch from the drop-down list of ports, e.g. GigabitEthernet1/1.

Inventory Management

The access network architecture you have now completed is similar to the one illustrated in Figure
3-3 above.
You may now use the access ports on the access switches in your topologies to attach customer
services. For more information on how to do that, see section 7-2 .

NOTE: The process described in this section updates the Inventory db to match your access
network configuration. There are no activation activities (device configurations) in the above
process. When services are activated, this inventory information allows VPN_SVP to configure
the relevant trunks ports with allocated Vlan ids to provide the connectivity of user date from the
access port to the N-PE termination point.

CAUTION: When services have been provisioned via access networks, a set of allowed Vlan Ids
will have been added to the trunk ports.
Now, adding or removing an access network device (switch) is possible and the connectivity may
be re-configured via the Inventory GUI as described above, but the new trunk ports will not be
configured with the existing set of allowed Vlan Ids!
You must make this allowed Vlan configuration on the switch itself and then use the Upload
Interface facility (see section 3-6 ) to make the inventory data synchronized with the network
device (switch) configuration.
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3-8 Multi-AS-Backbone Networks
Layer 3 VPN services are supported across a provider core network consisting of Multi-AS
Backbones, i.e. multiple Autonomous Systems (ASs) interconnected with links between AS Border
Routers (ASBRs). When a site is selected like e.g. Site 4 in the Figure 3-4 below for a L3 service,
the ASBR links will also be activated with a service specific Vlan interconnecting the ASs in a VRF
back-to-back mode.
Figure 3-4 Multi-AS-backbone network topology

3-8-1 Create ASBR Link
Let us assume a use case with ASN1 in Network Copenhagen belonging to region Denmark and
ASN2 in Network Stockholm in the region Sweden.
Let us further assume that ASN1 has a value of 12345 and ASN2 has a value of 10101.
First step towards creation of an ASBR link is to appoint the ASBR routers on either Networks that
have the physical connection to each other.
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In the Inventory GUI window, select the SAVPN/Equipment view to display the Regions
branch.



Expand the Regions branch, expand the region Denmark and expand the Network
Copenhagen branch.



In Network Copenhagen, expand the PE routers branch. ASBR routers are assumed to have
role PE routers.



Right click on the PE router that will also be acting as an ASBR router, and select the option
Create Link.
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Choose in this AS (12345), the Termination Point (TP1) that would be dedicated as a ASBR
port on the selected NE (NE1)




Select Type as ASBRLink



Click on OK to create the ASBR Link between Network Copenhagen and Network Stockholm.

Choose for the remote AS (10101), the network (Network2), the remote NE (NE2) and the
termination point (TP2) on the remote NE. Note by selecting the network, the remote ASN is
displayed.

NOTE: The ASN values can be set at the Network level, in which case, all the equipments created
under this network uses the Network level ASN. In case no ASN value is defined at the network
level, the equipments in this network use the ASN defined at the SP level, which is the default
ASN.

You have now created in the Inventory, the logical object (ASBRLink) that represents the physical
connectivity between the ASs. The actual physical connectivity has to be established in the network
manually.
At service provisioning time, the inventory ASBRLinks will be used to identify the connectivity
available between the ASs and to select on which the virtual links will be created to carry the service
specific data.
You may view and inspect the created ASBR Links by following these steps:




In Network Copenhagen, expand the ASBR routers branch.



Select a ASBRLink from the list and view the details in the right pane as shown in the figure
below.

Right click on the ASBR router on which you want to inspect the ASBRLinks and expand the
ASBRLinks branch.
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3-9 Back-up and Audit of Equipment
Configuration
Router configuration management is performed through the ToolsBackup menu.
The Backup tool allows the service provider to back- up the configuration files of the routers into the
HPSA inventory database. The tool allows backup of both the running-config and the startup-config.
Multiple versions of configuration files for each router may be stored in the HPSA inventory.

Before the backup operation can be performed, set the value for the field BackupDirectory under
SAVPN/ParametersParametersSP parametersGlobal-Net. This is the location where the
equipment configurations are stored by the backup tool.
Also provide the value for the field IP under SAVPN/ParametersParametersSP
parametersGlobal-Net. This is the IP address of the VPN SVP server, used by e.g. TFTP.
Follow these steps to backup your router.
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Select Backup from the Tools menu.



Select in the Equipment name selection list the router created above, C3600-2

Select Manual Backup from the Backup menu. This will open the Back-up Equipment
Configuration form
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NOTE: In the Equipment Name list, only the routers in Inventory Equipment tree which have the
Backup attribute set to Yes are selectable. See section 3-5 Create New Routers.



Select the configuration memory type of the router. For Cisco devices, this will typically be
startup-config or running-config.

NOTE: In the Target Memory list, the vendor specific types of configuration files are listed. For
Cisco these includes startup-config and running-config, for Juniper only active type is supported.
When adding ElementTypes in Inventory- Parameters tree, the generic TargetType startup or
running may be associated the vendor specific memory types.




Press Create Backup to fetch the startup configuration of the C3600-2 router
HPSA will then connect to the router, perform an upload of the startup-config using the TFTP
protocol and populate the database with the configuration file.

Stored configuration files can be viewed, manually edited and restored onto the router. The
configuration files may also be cloned to create copies that may be restored to other routers



To view a stored configuration file, select List Configs in the left navigation pane in the Backup
menu. This will open the Router Configuration view



Expand one of the entries to see the existing backups



Right-click on the desired backup entry and select View. This will display the View Equipment
Configuration form
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The Backup Audit tools allow the provider to compare or Audit a configuration file stored in the
HPSA inventory with the current configuration file on the router. Lines which have been inserted,
modified or deleted will be marked with different colors.
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To perform a configuration audit, select List Configs in the left navigation pane in the Backup
menu. This will open the Router Configuration view




Expand one of the entries to see the existing backups



Press the Audit button to generate the view.

Right-click on the desired backup entry and select Audit. You may now select the Target
Memory you want to audit your stored db version against.
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The Backup tool provides configuration of backup polices that allows automated scheduled periodic
backups of routers.



To perform scheduled backup, turn the Backup ON in the left pane. Additional scheduling
policies may be created by selecting Create Policy in the left pane.



List of existing backup policies can be viewed by clicking on List Policy in the left pane. The
Default backup policy can not be deleted. It can only be modified. The operator created backup
policies can be modified or deleted by right clicking on the policy.



After creating a Backup policy, a router may be associated the new backup scheduling policy.
Edit the router in the Inventory Equipment tree and select the new policy in the
SchedulingPolicy selection list. See section 3-5 Create New Routers.

3-10 Create IP Addresses
The VPN_SVP administers the IPv4 and IPv6 addresses used for the Layer 3 attachment circuits
between PE and CE router and optionally the loop-back IP addresses allocated to managed CE
routers. Additionally, VPN_SVP administers IPv4 addresses for Multicast services, LSP endpoints
and more, see below. These addresses are stored in the HPSA inventory as resources and will be
marked as reserved when in use.
The Service Provider operator is required to pre-populate the HPSA inventory IP address pools with
addresses through the inventory view.
Follow these steps to create an IPv4 address pool for PE-CE attachment circuits.




Navigate to the Inventory GUI window.
Select the Parameters view and expand the Parameters branch.
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Navigate to and expand the Layer 3 parameters branch.



Fill e.g. Name as PE-CEUnique, IPNet as 192.0.0.0 and Mask as 16. This defines the pool PECEUnique to contain addresses in range of 192.0.0.0/16.




Select Type IPNet for PE-CE attachment circuit addresses.




Now, to populate the pool with IP net entries, expand the Address pools branch



IP net entries can be generated by e.g. providing these values: First IP network: 192.0.2.0/30
(the ip network address and mask of the next entry to be populated), Number: 20 (the number
of new IPNet entries to generate)

Right-click the Address pools branch and select
the Create New IPAddrPool form.

Create AddressPool action. This will open

Select AddressFamily as IPv4 and submit (press OK). Similarly, select AddressFamily IPv6 and
the relevant IPv6 IPNet/mask to create an IPv6 address pool.

Right-click PE-CEUnique and select the
Address form.

Create Address action. This will open the Create
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Different types of IPv4 address pools are supported. Besides attachment circuit addresses and CE
loopback addresses, these include LSP loopback addresses and the following multicast related
pools:





MDT Data
MDT Default
Multicast loopback

See [ADM] for further information on creating the different types of IP address pools.

3-11 Manage Activation Parameters
The provider controls most of the technical activation parameters through the SAVPN/Parameters
view in the Inventory Tree.
These parameters include default Autonomous System Number (ASN), Admin VPN, Regions and
Locations, Traffic Classifiers and QoS Profiles, Router models etc. See the [ADM] for further
information on these parameters.
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4

Service Order Management
The CRM portal enables you to enter and maintain your customer records such as customer name
and address, their contact person’s e-mail address and telephone number in addition to the
management of customer service orders in an interactive manner. Alternatively, service orders can
also be managed using flow-through activation mechanism without any operator intervention.
The main purpose of CRM portal is for entering customer services orders and viewing and
modifying the services activated for a given customer as well as monitoring the progress of new
activations. The focus of the sections 4-1 through 4-5 of this chapter is customer management while
the next three chapters focus on the service order management in an interactive manner.
The section 4-6 of this chapter mainly focuses on the service order management using the flowthrough activation mechanism. Refer chapter 4 of ADM for more details on flow-through activation
and northbound interface architecture and functionality.

4-1 Enter New Customer
Follow these steps to enter a new customer.



Select the CRM portal from the Tools menu




This will open the CRM Portal in a separate window being logged in as the current user.



This will display the Create New Customer form.

Select New Customer from the Customers menu in the left navigation pane.
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Once in the Create New Customer form, complete these fields:
Customer id is provided by the system, Company Name, Company Address, City, Zip Code,
Contact person’s name, Phone number and E-mail address



When finished, select the Submit
button in the bottom right hand corner of the form. This
will save the records and display the Customers form listing the customers existing in your
system.

4-2 View and Modify Customer Records
The Customers form allows viewing and modifying customer records as well as deleting them. From
this form, you can also view the services already available for a customer.
Follow these steps to view or modify your customer records.
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Select List from the Customers menu in the navigation pane to display the Customers form.



Select the Modify Customer
icon next to the customer whose records you want to view or
modify. This will open the Update Customer form where you can change customer records.
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When finished, select the Submit Data

button to save any changes.

4-3 Search for Customer Records
The CRM Portal allows searching for customer records. Note that the system does not require
customer names to be unique. This is why it may be useful to search the customer list for existing
customer records before entering a new customer to ensure that the new entry will not duplicate the
existing records.
Follow these steps to search for customer records.



Select Search from the Customers menu in the navigation pane.




This will display the Search for Customers form.
Enter as many search criteria as necessary and select the Search
button to submit your
query. The results will be summarized in the Search Results form. Note that submitting a query
without any criteria will return the complete list of customers entered in the system.
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In the Search Results form, you can view the services activated for a customer by selecting the
Show Service

icon. You may also update (by selecting the Modify Customer

delete customer records (by selecting the Delete Customer

icon) or

icons, see section 4-4 ).

4-4 Delete Customer Records
The Delete Customer
icon is used to delete customer records but only if there are no services
activated. In case a customer has services enabled, those services have to be deleted first to
enable deletion of customer records. Before customer records are deleted, a warning message
appears informing that you are about to delete customer records. Select OK to confirm delete
action.
Deleted customers are kept in the database however, and may be reactivated again. The list of
deleted customers may be displayed by selecting the Status option deleted in the Search for
Customers form.
To reactivate a deleted customer, follow these steps






Navigate to the Customers form
Select Search and select the Status option deleted in the Search for Customers form
In the result list select the Modify Customer

icon.

The customer record is activated again by selecting the Status option Active and Submit
button

To delete customer records permanently follow these steps.
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Navigate to the Customers form
Select Search and select the Status option Deleted in the Search for Customers form.
In the result list select the Delete Customer
deleted from CRM Portal database.

icon. The customer record will be permanently

Order Management

4-5 View Active Services
Follow these steps to view the services already available for a customer.



Select List from the Customers menu in the navigation pane to display the Customers form or
use a Search (see 4-3 ) to get a more manageable list to select from

Clicking on List displays all the existing customers and the state of their various services.

The ‘Jobs’ column gives a summary of the states of various service requests requested by the
customer, represented by ‘Company Name’.



Select the Show Service
icon next to the customer whose active as well as pending
services you want to view. This will display the services (if any) already available for the
customer. You will see the names and types of services that have been activated, the dates
when service activation requests were submitted as well as the state of each activation request.

Few states of a service are
Ok – The service is created successfully
PE Waiting Operator – Job is waiting in the queue for operator interaction. For example, the L2
VPLS service creation waits in add_l2_site job queue, VPWS service creation waits in
add_l2_vpws_site job queue and L3 service creation waits in add_l3_site_pe job queue.
PE Temporary Failure – The service activation failed because of some reason. In this case, the job
waits in the Failed_Jobs queue for operator to resolve and resubmit the service request, or to fail
the operation.
Modify PE Wait Start Time – When the service is planned for activation at a scheduled time.
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4-6 Service Order Management through FTA
The term “flow-through activation” in the service fulfillment parlance generally refers to end-to-end
fulfillment, beginning with service order entry and concluding with service activation of network
elements. An order management operator records the order, and all corresponding workflow
activities and associated tasks are subsequently completed without any human intervention. The
term FTA refers to flow-through activation through out the document in general.

4-6-1 Pre-requisites
VPN_SVP operating in FTA mode doesn’t remove the requirement/need of having the Equipment
Tree populated with the requested TP resources. One of the main pre-requisites prior to the service
orders management though FTA or otherwise is the population of Network Elements, in the
inventory. This can be achieved either through the process of manual creation using inventory as
described in chapter 3 or though the import utility [refer section 11-2 for more details on XML import
utility] or through the NNMi dataload process [refer chapter 12 for more details on dataload using
NNMi].

4-6-2 FTA Requests
Operators can submit service order request using FTA mode via the NBI provided by VPN_SVP
(refer ADM for the details on the format of service order requests and responses). Whether a
submitted request is to be treated like an FTA or non-FTA request is determined by the value of
FTA attribute in the service header. The presence of this attribute and value of this attribute being
set to ‘true’, indicates that, the request message has to be treated in FTA mode. In case this
attribute is absent in the service header or the value of this attribute is set to ‘false’ – the request
would be treated like a non-FTA or an interactive request.

4-6-3 Error Handling
For the service order requests submitted in FTA mode, the interactive problem control described in
section 10-1 and 10-2 is eliminated. In FTA mode problem control and management is assumed
performed separately from the activation process. To ease this process the service order response
messages includes extensive information about the nature and cause of the problem. Refer to ADM
section 4-4 for more details on the formats and contents of the response messages.

4-6-4 Service Order Requests using FTA
The complete details on request/response message format to be sent or received from VPN_SVP
NBI can be found in chapter4 of ADM. As already explained in the section 3.2 of ADM several types
of requests are by nature Flow-through and do not need any further information to be provided by
the network operator to complete irrespective of the Activation mode. These include
Creation/Deletion of VPNs and VPN Sites, Modifications of existing services attachments,
Enabling/Disabling of existing services and Removal of existing services. While the other services
like addition of an attachment require the inclusion of resources block/s in their requests.

4-7 Service Order through Adaptive Mode
The term Adaptive mode relies in the adaptability developed in the VPN_SVP 7.0 to work with any
external inventory system. By extending the existing “flow-through activation” now the incoming
requests may contain the information needed to populate the resources in the internal VPN_SVP
inventory prior to perform the activation.

4-7-1 Pre-requisites
VPN_SVP operating in Adaptive mode allows the inventory to be populated dynamically, thus,
minimal configuration is needed and there is no requirement/need of having the Equipment Tree
populated at all. The only pre-requisite is to set up the Adaptive environment by enabling such mode
in the Parameters Tree. As well all the catalog parameters should be populated in the Parameter
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Tree except for the “Layer 3 Parameters -> Address pools” that can be left empty since they can be
populated dynamically in the Adaptive mode.

4-7-2 Adaptive Mode Requests
Operators can submit service order request using the Adaptive mode provided by VPN_SVP (refer
ADM sections 4-3, 4-4 and 4-7 for the details on the format of service order requests and responses
and adaptive mode).

4-7-3 Error Handling
As an extension of the FTA, the service order requests submitted in Adaptive mode, the interactive
problem control described in section 10-1 and 10-2 is eliminated. The service order response
messages includes extensive information about the nature and cause of the problem. Refer to ADM
section 4-4 for more details on the formats and contents of the response messages.

4-7-4 Service Order Requests using Adaptive Mode
Adaptive mode is an extension of the FTA and thus to get the complete details on request/response
message refer to chapter 4 of ADM. Once the Adaptive mode is enabled, all incoming requests will
be processed prior to perform the steps needed for the activation, allowing the resources to be
created before use. The requests should set to “true” the FTA parameter in order to avoid any
possible interaction from the operator.
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5

Layer 2 VPN Services
The CRM Portal enables delivery of Layer 2 VPN (Virtual Private LAN Service or VPLS) services to
a customer.
Service delivery in CRM portal sums up to:







CRM order operator locates customer in portal, optionally creates customer.
Selecting layer2-VPN service creation for customer.
Adding customer layer2-VPN sites to VPNs where the service is required.
Entering customer specific service parameters into form.
Submitting service request to HPSA (and the network operator).

Service Activation in HPSA portal requires the network operator to complete these tasks:





Interacting with a job,
Selecting Edge-router and port/interface for service attachment.
Submitting the selection to let HPSA configure the network for service delivery.

5-1 Layer 2 VPN Service Request in CRM
Portal
5-1-1 Enable Layer 2 VPN Service
Follow these steps to create a Layer 2 VPN service for a customer.




Log in to CRM portal.
Search for the customer for which a service has to be added. (See 4-3 Search for Customer
Records for instructions.) Below is assumed that customer Giga-Tronics Inc. is selected.



Once the search results are displayed, select the Show Services
icon next to the required
customer. The Customer Services form will open showing the services (if any) activated earlier.



To add a Layer 2 VPN service, select the Layer2-VPN
region. This will open the Create Service form.

icon in the Create New Services

Complete the service parameters:
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Layer2 VPN Service ID is provided by the system.
Enter the name of the service in the VPN Name field: Financials.
From the drop-down list, select a value for the interface type field. In this scenario select portvlan. Available options include port, and port-vlan.

Layer 2 VPLS

NOTE: The customer may choose between the two different UNI types, i.e. port and port-vlan.
If the option port is selected, your customer will exclusively use a full port on an access device.
The service provider will ensure that all L2 packets from one port will be forwarded to other L2
sites within the VPN. This corresponds to the MEF service type EP-LAN (Ethernet Private LAN,
see Table 2-2).
If the option port-vlan is selected, your customer may share a port with many other users or with
other services from the same customer site. The customer’s traffic will be VLAN tagged before
reaching the router to distinguish it from data from other services and/or from other users. All the
L2 packets bearing the specific VLAN tag will be forwarded to other sites within the same VPN.
This corresponds to the MEF service type EVP-LAN (Ethernet Virtual Private LAN).
In some cases, the traffic is not tagged from the customer site but a Multiplex unit may be inserted
between the customer’s LAN and the access device. The Multiplex unit has to be configured to
tag all traffic with the given VLAN tag that is also to be used when creating the service.
Within a VPN it is currently not possible to mix port and port-vlan interface types. If a VPN is of the
port-vlan type, then all the sites within the VPN must be of the port-vlan type.
If the UNI type port is selected, the encapsulation used on the access device will be QinQ
(802.1ad). This means that a provider (or service) Vlan tag will be added at the access port. When
the access device is an access switch in an access network, this service Vlan id will be used to
setup the attachment of the service from the UPE port to the N-PE port. The Inner customer
specific Vlan tags will not be visible or available for the activation of the service.
If the UNI type port-vlan is selected, the encapsulation used on the access device will be Vlan
tagged (802.1q).



If the port-vlan interface type is selected, it informs VPN_SVP that the customer traffic for sites
in this VPN will be VLAN tagged. You will be prompted to select Enabled or Disable option for
the Fixed Vlan id field.

Enabling the Fixed Vlan id option informs VPN_SVP that all sites belonging to this port-vlan mode
VPN will by default be configured to use the same VLAN tag. This tag may be entered in the VLAN
id field (Customer selected) or the field may be left blank which indicates that the Provider will select
a common value (Provider selected).
NOTE: When the service is attached via an access network, the Fixed Vlan id option allows
multiple sites using the same Vlan id to be attached via the same access network (N:1 allocation).
Hence, inter-site traffic may be switched directly in the access network between sites in the
Layer2 VPN and not reach the N-PE router. The VPN_SVP does not currently support means for
specifying Private Vlan ids or other means to isolate the traffic among ports using the same Vlan
id within an access network.

Disabling the Fixed Vlan id option informs VPN_SVP that the routers may be configured to use
different VLAN ids for the customer traffic on different sites (which supports Vlan mapping).

NOTE: Even when the Fixed Vlan id option have been selected, it will still be possibly to select a
different Vlan id when provisioning the site service (Vlan mapping)



Select a value for the QoS Profile field from the drop down list. This value represents the
default site value when sites are being added.



In the field Comments, you may add any service related notes, which will be forwarded to the
Service Activator and will be visible and possibly useful to the Network Operator throughout the
further activation process.

NOTE: The values VLAN id and QoS Profile, will be defaulted for all new sites added to the
VPN.
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Select the Submit
button in the bottom right hand corner of the form to proceed. An XML
message with the specified service parameters will be forwarded to Service Activator. You will
be returned to the Customer Services form where you will find the newly defined service.

From this point, the new VPN service is visible in the HPSA inventory. You may log in to Service
Activator and navigate to the Inventory GUI’s SAVPN/ Services view to verify. (See section 5-3-1
for detailed instructions.)

5-1-2 Add Layer 2 VPN Sites
Sites can now be added to your Layer 2 VPN Service created in 5-1-1 Create Layer 2 VPN Service.
Follow these steps to add a site to the VPN service.





Navigate to the Customer Services form.
Locate the newly created Layer2 VPN ‘Financials’ in the Existing Services section
Select the Submit
button in the Existing Services with Type ’layer2-VPN’ and Name
‘Financials’, to requests a Subservice of type ‘layer2-Site’ as indicated in the form.

Enter the L2 site-level parameter details in the Create service form:
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Layer2-VPN id and layer2-Site id are auto-allocated by the CRM system.
Enter the name of the site in the site name field. In this example this is entered as Headoffice.

Layer 2 VPLS

NOTE: The site name field may be entered in two ways: As an operator specified string in case of
a new site is to be created or by selecting an existing site name from the drop-down list.
When a new site name is entered, the site will be automatically created as part of the request
submitted to HPSA before the requested service then gets associated the site.
When an existing site is selected, the service will be added to the existing services, by using a
service specific Vlan id on the access port that previously was chosen when the selected site was
created. This is referred to as service multiplexing.
Not all combination of site services is permitted. Basically the existing site services, as well as the
new service, must be port-vlan based.
The CRM Portal does not keep the detailed network information and may not in all cases be able
to validate directly, if the selected service may be added using the specified Vlan id. As part of
handling the request in HPSA when it is submitted, a service validation (or feasibility check) will be
performed. If the check indicates that the service may not be added to the existing site, a reuse
error will be raised, which is assigned to the ‘Failure description’ parameter of the service.



Select the value ‘North-East’ for the field Region from the drop-down list and Location ‘Metropol
North-West’. These values indicate the region in the provider’s network which includes this
customer site and the location limits the selection of PE routers that will be used to provide the
service for this site.

NOTE: The VPN_SVP can only deliver Layer 2 VPN services on routers that support the VPLS
functionality. But both rfc4761 and rfc4762 types of VPLS functionality is supported. The PE
router attribute BGPDiscovery selects rfc4761 behavior. See e.g. section 3-5 .



Even if the layer2 VPN was created with Fixed VLAN id enabled, it will be possible on a per
site basis to override this by enabling VLAN mapping. When VLAN Mapping is Enabled a
VLAN id entry field appears. Here the desired (Customer selected/agreed) VLAN tag may be
entered or if it is left blank, a provider selected value will be used. Provider selected VLAN tags
tend to be fixed (i.e. equal) for all sites of the VPN.



From the drop-down list, select a value for the rate limit field. This value represents the total
bandwidth allocated for this site attachment.



From the drop-down list, select a value for the QoS profile, e.g. the L2_STD_20.20.20.20.20
VPLS profile. The profile specifies how the selected bandwidth will be distributed among 5 CoS
(each gets 20%). The classification is based on the IEEE 802.1p bits and is defined in the
Inventory SAVPN/Parameters view, VPLS parameters section.
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NOTE: QoS configuration is used to provide differentiated treatment of the traffic being
exchanged between the provider network and the customer site.
VPN_SVP supports up to 8 classes of services (CoS). The VPN_SVP QoS components consist
of Traffic classifiers and Profiles. The QoS profiles use the following naming convention
<name>_p1.p2.p3.p4.p5.p6.p7.p8
where the p1,..,p8 are values from 0-100 that represents the percentage of the requested rate
limit allocated each of up to 8 CoS. The sequences of CoS are as specified in the EXP mappings
table in SAVPN/Parameters. E.g. with 5 CoS defined, the EXP mappings could be

and the percentages would correspond to
p1 ~ Best-Effort
p2 ~ Bronze
p3 ~ Silver
p4 ~ Gold
p5 ~ Platinum
and p6, p7and p8 will not be specified.

Hence, e.g. the profile L2_STD_20.20.20.20.20 associates 20% of the customer traffic with each
of the above 5 CoS.
The QoS profiles implements rate limiting of ingress traffic and shaping of egress traffic on the
Provider edge device.
Traffic classifiers determine which class data traffic belongs to. The techniques for this may be
quite varied from simply stating that all traffic belongs to a specific class, to inspecting each and
every packet and classify these individually (often implemented in router hardware).
VPN_SVP QoS supports configuration of the L2 classification based on 802.1 p-bit values (also
called CoS bits). The p-bit based classification allows you to specify a list of values (e.g. 4,5).
When the data traffic is forwarded into the MPLS core network, the CoS of the packet determines
the EXP bit value the MPLS packet will be marked with. This value is selected from the EXP
mappings table MPLS EXP column and is made part of the QoS profile configuration. From here it
is included by VPN_SVP as part of service activation.



The Create service form includes a Scheduling information section. Most service requests
may be requested as timed services for which a start time and optionally an end time may be
specified. Leaving the start time empty means that the service request should be processes
immediately; leaving the end time empty means the service should stay activated (until
otherwise terminated by operator).
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Select the Submit
button to forward the site service request to Service Activator. You will
be returned to the Customer Services form where you will find the new site added to the VPN
service. The form allows monitoring the progress of site-level activation.
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NOTE: The CRM portal keeps the State of a service updated in the Customer services view:



Request Sent - Indicates that an activation request has just been issued and sent to
Service Activator.



In Progress - Indicates that the activation request is being process in Service
Activator.



PE Waiting Operator – Indicates that the activation request is waiting for the
network operator interaction on HPSA and this State could persist for a
considerable time.




OK - Indicates that the activation has been completed.
Failures will initially be handled by the network operator on HPSA using the
ErrorHandler. Failed services will be in state Temporary Failure with no Actions
available. See chapter 10-2 for further information.

Having requested the customer’s site service, the network operator takes over the request and uses
Service Activator to perform the activation tasks. See 5-2-1 Activate PE Router for Layer 2 Service.

5-2 Layer 2 VPN Site Service Activation in
HPSA
5-2-1 Activate PE Router for Layer 2 VPN Site Service
The service request for the new site has now been received on HPSA. The request is posted on the
add_l2_site job queue. To deliver the L2 service, an operator must then interact with the job, select
the router and port for the service and physically connect the router.
If you can not locate the job in the add_l2_site queue, please see the note on regions and roles in
section 0.
Follow these steps to activate your PE router for the service requested in 5-1-2 Add Layer 2 VPN
Sites:



Log in to Service Activator. Make sure your role will match the region ‘North-West’ selected for
the request



Select Jobs from the Work Area menu in the left navigation pane. This will display the Active
Jobs form.




Select the add_l2_site job queue.




Select Interact with Job from the additional menu.



Select one of the free ports on the router (only free ports will be available in the Select Port
drop-down list)

Select and right-click the job to interact with. This will open a pop-up menu.

Select a router in the location of the customer’s site (only the routers located in the location will
be available in the drop-down list).
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In practice, an operator could now attach the cables that connect the customer site to the selected
port or assure that this has been completed, and select the Submit button. Service Activator will
proceed to activate and configure the selected port of the router.

NOTE: Ports which are already in use for Layer 2 port services are not listed in the drop-down list
for the Select Port field. Furthermore, if a customer has requested a port-vlan service, then only
the ports where the selected VLAN tag is not already in use will be listed.

NOTE: Ports which are already in use by other services will be validated against the Service
Multiplexing Parameter rules (see section 6-1-6 of ADM for more information). If the combination
of services is not allowed, a warning will appear and it will not be possible to submit the selection.
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5-3 View and Modify Layer 2 VPN Site Service
5-3-1 View Layer 2 VPN Site Service in HPSA Inventory
Once the new service has been successfully delivered, it is possible to locate the service in the
HPSA inventory GUI.










Log in to Service Activator.
Navigate to the Inventory GUI window and select the SAVPN/Services view.
Expand the Customers branch to locate your customer Giga-tronics Inc.
Expand the Giga-tronics Inc. branch to view the VPN services.
Expand the Sites branch to view the sites and its service parameters.
Expand the Headoffice site
Expand the L2VPN: Financials branch
Select View on the L2SiteAttachment object

The service related parameters are displayed:

.

5-3-2 Modify Layer 2 VPN Site Attachment Service in CRM
Portal
Services can be modified in CRM Portal. In the example below, Rate Limit of the Layer 2 site
created in 5-1-2 Add Sites is changed.




Log in to CRM Portal.
Find your customer Giga-tronics Inc. and open the Customer Services form. (See also 4-3
Search for Customer Records for navigation instructions).
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In the Existing Services region of the Customer Services form, select the Modify Service
icon next to the site ‘Headoffice’ you intend to update. This will open the Modify Layer2Attachment form.



To modify the site rate limit, select Modify QoS from the drop-down list for the field Parameter
to modify.



Select a new rate limit for the site from the drop-down list. In the Scheduled Activation Time
field, it is possible to indicate the time when the change should take place. Leave the field blank
to get immediate activation.



When complete, choose the Submit

button.

Your site modify request will be forwarded to Service Activator. The request will start a workflow
which will handle the request and manage the router activation to deliver the requested service. No
further operator interactions is necessary as all required parameters are know, either from the
request message or from the Inventory of the existing service.
To view the result of site modification:
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Log in to Service Activator.
Navigate to the Inventory GUI window.
Select the SAVPN/Services view and expand the Customers branch.
Locate your customer and expand its branch.
Expand the Sites branch.
Select and expand the site which was modified in 5.4.2 Modify Service in CRM Portal.
Expand the L2VPN: Financials branch to which the site was added
Select the L2SiteAttachment to view the generic parameters like Vlan id.
Expand the L2SiteAttachment branch to see the PE router onto which this service is attached.
Expand the PE router branch (PE: C7600-1) and select the Flowpoint of the service. The new
rate limit will be displayed in the Rate_Limit lines.
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Layer 2 VPWS Services
The CRM Portal enables delivery of Layer 2 VPWS (Virtual Private Wire Service or Point-to-Point)
services to a customer.
Service delivery in CRM portal sums up to:






Optionally creating and locating the customer in portal.
Selecting layer2-VPWS service creation.
Entering customer specific service parameters into form.
Submitting service request to HPSA (and the network operator).

Service Activation in HPSA portal requires the network operator to complete these tasks:





Interacting with a job.
Selecting Edge-router and port/interface for service attachment.
Submitting the selection to let HPSA configure the network for service delivery.

6-1 Layer 2 VPWS Service Request in CRM
Portal
6-1-1 Enable Layer 2 VPWS Service
Follow these steps to create a Layer 2 VPWS service for a customer.




Log in to CRM portal.



Once the customer search results are displayed, select the Show Services
icon next to the
required customer. The Customer Services form will open showing the services (if any)
activated earlier.



To add a Layer 2 VPWS service, select the Layer2-VPWS
Services section. This will open the Create Service form.

Search for the customer for which a service has to be added. (See 4-3 Search for Customer
Records for instructions.) Below is assumed that customer Giga-tronics Inc. is selected.

icon in the Create New

VPWS services are characterized by interconnecting exactly two sites, aEnd and zEnd. Hence, the
form requires the VPWS service name and the two sites names to be provided.
Complete the service parameters:
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Layer2 VPWS Service ID is provided by the system.
Enter the name of the service in the VPWS Name field: CPH-STK
Select a QoS profile from the drop-down list. For VPWS only a single CoS is supported. E.g.
select vpws_0.0.0.100.0 to select Gold class.

Layer 2 VPWS
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NOTE: QoS configuration is used to provide differentiated treatment of the traffic being
exchanged between the provider network and the customer site.
VPN_SVP supports up to 8 classes of services (CoS). The VPN_SVP QoS components consist
of Traffic classifiers and Profiles. The QoS profiles use the following naming convention
<name>_p1.p2.p3.p4.p5.p6.p7.p8
where the p1,..,p8 are values from 0-100 that represents the percentage of the requested rate
limit allocated each of up to 8 CoS. The sequences of CoS are as specified in the EXP mappings
table in SAVPN/Parameters. E.g. with 5 CoS defined, the EXP mappings could be

and the percentages would correspond to
 p1 ~ Best-Effort
 p2 ~ Bronze
 p3 ~ Silver
 p4 ~ Gold
 p5 ~ Platinum
and p6, p7and p8 will not be specified.
Hence, e.g. the profile vpws_0.0.0.100.0 associates 100% of the customer traffic with the Gold
CoS. The VPWS QoS profiles implements rate limiting of ingress traffic.
Multiple CoS can not currently be associated a VPWS service. Currently only a single CoS is
supported which may be any one of the defined CoS. This means that all traffic from the customer
site belongs to a single specific CoS, As all traffic is associated a single CoS no classification is
required. Hence all traffic (100%) is associated a dummy vpws_any classification.
When the data traffic is forwarded into the MPLS core network, the CoS of the packet determines
the EXP bit value the MPLS packet will be marked with. This value is selected from the EXP
mappings table MPLS EXP column and is made part of the QoS profile configuration. From here it
is included by VPN_SVP as part of service activation.
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Select the rate limit from the drop-down list
Enter the site name for aEnd and for zEnd, e.g. Copenhagen and Stockholm
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NOTE: The site name field may be entered in two ways: As an operator specified string in case of
a new site is to be created or by selecting an existing site name from the drop-down list.
When a new site name is entered, the site will be automatically created as part of the request
submitted to HPSA before the requested service then gets associated the site.
When an existing site is selected, the service will be added to the existing services, by using a
service specific Vlan id on the access port that previously was chosen when the selected site was
created. This is referred to as service multiplexing.
Not all combination of site services is permitted. Basically the existing site services, as well as the
new service, must be port-vlan based.
The CRM Portal does not keep the detailed network information and may not in all cases be able
to validate directly, if the selected service may be added using the specified Vlan id. As part of
handling the request in HPSA when it is submitted, a service validation (or feasibility check) will be
performed. If the check indicates that the service may not be added to the existing site, a reuse
error will be raised, which is assigned to the ‘Failure description’ parameter of the service.




The layer2 VPWS site service id are provided by the system



For interface type Ethernet, two service types may be selected, port and port-vlan. If service
type port-vlan value is selected, it informs VPN_SVP that the customer traffic for the two sites in
this VPWS will be VLAN tagged. Enter the Customer VLAN Id or leave the VLAN Id field
empty to let the VPN_SVP configure a provider allocated valued.



For interface type FrameRelay, a customer DLCI value must be entered or leave the DLCI
field empty to let the VPN_SVP configure a provider allocated valued.

From the drop-down list, select a value for the interface type (or UNI type) for each of the two
sites. In this scenario select Ethernet. Available options include Ethernet, FrameRelay and PPP.

NOTE: For Ethernet interfaces, the customer may choose between the two different types of
services, i.e. port and port-vlan.
If the option port is selected, your customer will exclusively use a full port on an access device.
The service provider will ensure that all L2 packets from one port will be forwarded to the other
site in the VPWS.
If the option port-vlan is selected, your customer may share a port with many other users. The
customer’s traffic must be VLAN tagged before reaching the access device to distinguish it from
other users’ traffic. All the L2 packages with this specific VLAN tag will be forwarded to the other
site in the same VPWS.
Within a VPWS it is not possible to mix both port and port-vlan service types.
The following combinations of heterogeneous service types are supported (if the vendor
equipment otherwise supports it):
Eth Port↔Eth Port
Eth PortVlan↔Eth PortVlan, FR, PPP
FR↔Eth PortVlan, FR, PPP
PPP↔Eth PortVlan, FR, PPP



Select the value ‘Denmark’ and ‘Sweden’ for the field region from the drop-down list and
location ‘Copenhagen’ and ‘Stockholm’ (assuming that these regions and locations have been
created as described in section 1-1 ). These values indicate the region in the provider’s network
which covers the customer site and the location limits the selection of PE routers that will be
used to provide the VPWS service, to that location (or POP).



In the field Comments, you may add any service related notes, which will be forwarded to the
Service Activator and will be visible to the Network Operator throughout the process of
activation.



The Create service form includes a Scheduling information section. Most service requests
may be requested as timed services for which a start time and optionally an end time may be
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specified. Leaving the start time empty means that the service request should be processes
immediately; leaving the end time empty means the service should stay activated



Select the Submit
button in the bottom right hand corner of the form to forward the site
service request to Service Activator. An xml message with the selected service parameters will
be forwarded to Service Activator. You will be returned to the Customer Services form where
you will find the newly defined service being In Progress.




The form allows monitoring the progress of the site-level activation.
When requesting a service where a new site is specified (and not an existing site selected) an
create site request is automatically submitted before the request for the service specific site
attachment is submiited.

NOTE: The CRM portal keeps the State of a service updated in the Customer services view:



Request Sent - Indicates that an activation request has just been issued and sent to
Service Activator.



In Progress - Indicates that the activation request is being process in Service
Activator.



PE Waiting Operator – Indicates that the activation request is waiting for the
network operator interaction on HPSA and this State could persist for a
considerable time.




OK - Indicates that the activation has been completed.
Failures will initially be handled by the network operator on HPSA using the
ErrorHandler. Failed services will be in state Temporary Failure with no Actions
available. See chapter 10-2 for further information.

Having requested the customer’s VPWS service, the network operator takes over the request and
uses Service Activator to perform the activation tasks. See 6-2-1 Activate PE Router for Layer 2
VPWS Service.

6-2 Layer 2 VPWS Service Activation in HPSA
6-2-1 Activate PE Router for Layer 2 VPWS Service
The service request for a VPWS service has now been received in Service Activator. The request is
posted on the add_l2_vpws_site job queue. To deliver the L2 VPWS service, a network operator
must interact with the job for the aEnd; select the router and port for attachment of this site service.
Following this, a network operator must then interact with the job for the zEnd, select the router and
port for that service. It is assumed that the customer sites are physically attached to the respective
Edge devices.
Follow these steps to activate your PE router for the service requested in 6-1-1 Enable Layer 2
VPWS Service:
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Log in to Service Activator; if you login as user ‘dk, your role will match the region ‘Denmark’
selected for the aEnd part of the request

Layer 2 VPWS



Select Jobs from the Work Area menu in the left navigation pane. This will display the Active
Jobs form.



Select and right-click the job to interact with. This will open a pop-up menu.




Select Interact with Job from the pop-up menu.



Select one of the available interfaces on the router.

Select a router in the customer site region (only the routers located in the region will be
available in the drop-down list).

In practice, an operator would now attach the cables that connect the customer site to the selected
interface, and select the Submit button. Service Activator will proceed with activation and
configuration of the selected interface of the router.
When the aEnd has been completed as described above, the zEnd job will appear in the jobs view
of operators having a role associated the corresponding region.



Log in to Service Activator; if you login as user ‘se’, your role will match the region ‘Sweden’
selected above for the zEnd part of the request.



Proceed as described above for the aEnd
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NOTE: Interfaces which are already in use for Layer 2 services are not listed in the drop-down list
for the Select interface field. Furthermore, if a customer has requested an Ethernet port-vlan
service, then only the interfaces where the selected VLAN tag is not already in use will be
displayed.
In the case an Ethernet type of interfaces is to be selected, note that if the requested rate limit is
less than 2Mb, interfaces with bandwidth higher than 10Mb are not displayed.

NOTE: Ports which are already in use by other services will be validated against the Service
Multiplexing Parameter rules (see section 6-1-6 of ADM for more information). If the combination
of services is not allowed, a warning will appear and it will not be possible to submit the selection.

6-3 View and Modify Layer 2 VPWS Service
6-3-1 View Layer 2 VPWS Service in HPSA Inventory
Once the new VPWS service has been successfully delivered, it is possible to locate the service in
the HPSA inventory.
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Log in to Service Activator.
Navigate to the Inventory GUI window and select the SAVPN/Services view.
Expand the Customers branch to locate your customer Giga-tronics Inc.
Expand the Giga-tronics Inc. branch to view the services.
Expand the Layer 2 VPWS branch
Expand the VPWS service: CPH-STK and expand one of the two sites

Layer 2 VPWS



Select View on the Connection object

The service related parameters are displayed

6-3-2 Modify Layer 2 VPWS Service in CRM Portal
Services can be modified in CRM Portal. In the example below, Rate Limit of the Layer 2 VPWS site
created in 6-1-1 Enable Layer 2 VPWS Service is changed.





Log in to CRM Portal.



To modify the site rate limit, select Modify Rate-limit from the drop-down list for the field
Parameter to Modify.




This will open the Modify rate-limit form

Find your customer Giga-tronics Inc. and open the Customer Services form
In the Existing Services region of the Customer Services form, select the Modify Service
icon next to the VPWS service ‘CPH-STK’ you intend to update. This will open the Modify
Layer2-VPWS form.

Select a new rate limit for the site from the drop-down list. In the Scheduling information field,
it is possible to indicate the time when the activation should take place. Leave the field blank to
get immediate activation.
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When complete, choose the Submit

button.

Your request to modify the site will be forwarded to Service Activator. The request will start a
workflow which will handle the request and manage the router activation to deliver the service
request without the need of any network operator interactions.
To view the result of site modification:
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Log in to Service Activator, navigate to the Inventory GUI window and select the
SAVPN/Services view.







Expand the Customers branch to locate your customer Giga-tronics Inc.
Expand the Layer 2 VPWSs branch to view the VPWS services.
Expand the CPH-STK service and select the site which was modified in section 6-3-2
Select View on the Connection object. The service related parameters are displayed.
Select the L2VPWSSiteConnction object to view the connection parameters. The new rate limit
will be displayed in the Rate Limit line.

Layer 2 VPWS
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7

Layer 3 VPN Services
The CRM Portal enables delivery of Layer 3 VPN services to a customer.
Layer 3 VPN Service activation in the CRM portal sums up to:







CRM order operator locates customer in portal, optionally creates customer,
Selects layer3-VPN service creation for customer,
Adds customer layer3-VPN sites to VPNs where the service is required.
Enters customer specific service parameters into forms.
Submits service request to Service Activator (and the network operator).

Service activation in the HPSA portal requires the network operator to complete these tasks:






Interacting with a job,
Selecting provider Edge-router and port/interface for service attachment.
Optionally selecting customer edge (CE) routers for managed customer sites.
Submitting the selection to let HPSA configure the network for service delivery.

7-1 Layer 3 VPN Service Request in CRM
Portal
7-1-1 Enable Layer 3 VPN Service
Follow these steps to enable Layer 3 VPN service for your customer.




Log in to CRM portal.



Select the Show Services
icon next to the selected customer. The Customer Services form
will open showing the services (if any) activated earlier.



To add a layer 3 VPN service, select the layer3-VPN
area. This will open the Create Service form.

Search for the customer Baldor Electric Company (which we assume has already be created
according to the instructions in chapter 1) for which a L3 service has to be enabled. (See
section 4-3 Search for Customer Records for instructions.)

icon in the Create New Services

Complete the service parameters:
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The layer3-VPN id is generated uniquely by the CRM portal system.



Enter the name of the service in the VPN Name field: Sales.



Select the VPN topology type from the drop-down list. Your customer requests the Hub and
Spoke topology.

Layer 3 VPN

NOTE: VPN_SVP supports different layer3 VPN topologies: Full mesh and Hub and spoke.
Fully meshed topologies consist of sites having symmetric connectivity: Any site may
communicate with any other site.
But for Hub-and-spoke topologies sites are having “anti-symmetric” connectivity: a hub site may
communicate with any spoke (and possibly other hubs) but spoke sites may only communicate
with the hub(s). The Hub-and-spoke topology that VPN_SVP supports is what is also known as
‘Central services’ topology.
Fully meshed topologies may be selected for VPNs where all sites needs to exchange information
with each other.
Hub-and-spoke topologies may be used, when sites from different customer VPNs needs access
to shared services avoiding connectivity between the sites, e.g. for Internet access.



Select the address family either IPv4 or IPv6 depending on the need of the customer..



The values of QoS_profile dropdown list will depend on the address family. Select the default
QoS profile of the service from the drop down list. This value will be passed onto all new sites in
the VPN.
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NOTE: QoS configuration is used to provide differentiated treatment of the traffic being
exchanged between the provider network and the customer site.
VPN_SVP supports up to 8 classes of services (CoS). The VPN_SVP QoS components consist
of Traffic classifiers and Profiles. The QoS profiles use the following naming convention
<name>_p1.p2.p3.p4.p5.p6.p7.p8
where the p1,..,p8 are values from 0-100 that represents the percentage of the requested rate
limit allocated each of up to 8 CoS. The sequences of CoS are as specified in the EXP mappings
table in SAVPN/Parameters. E.g. with 5 CoS defined, the EXP mappings could be

and the percentages would correspond to
 p1 ~ Best-Effort
 p2 ~ Bronze
 p3 ~ Silver
 p4 ~ Gold
 p5 ~ Platinum
and p6, p7and p8 will not be specified.
Hence, e.g. the profile l3_simple_0.0.0.100.0 associates 100% of the customer traffic with the
Gold CoS.
The QoS profiles implements rate limiting of ingress traffic and shaping of egress traffic on the
Provider edge device.
Traffic classifiers determine which class data traffic belongs to. The techniques for this may be
quite varied from simply stating that all traffic belongs to a specific class, to inspecting each and
every packet and classify these individually (often implemented in router hardware).
VPN_SVP QoS supports configuration of the L3 classification to be based either on DSCP values
or on IP addresses and TCP/UDP ports in the packet headers. The DSCP based classification
allows you to specify a list of DSCP values (e.g. cs4,cs5), filter based classification supports the
format: protocol://ip/mask:ports (e.g. tcp://10.1.1.1/32:1521 or
udp://2001:db8:3c4d:15:0::2000/124:1456 in case of IPv6 based filters).
When traffic is forwarded into the MPLS core network, the CoS of the packet determines the EXP
bit value the MPLS packet will be marked with. This value is selected from the EXP mappings
table in SAVPN/Parameters view in the Inventory GUI and configured by VPN_SVP as part of
service activation.
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Select the VPN topology type from the drop-down list. Your customer requests the Hub and
Spoke topology.



Select Yes for the Managed CE Router field from the drop-down list. The value will default to
the sites which will be added to the VPN service later on; however it can be changed at the site
level. Selecting No implies that the customer themselves manages the CE routers, and the
provider will only supply configuration values (work-orders) required for the correct attachment
of the CE routers.

Layer 3 VPN



Select Both for the Activation Scope field. This value instructs Service Activator which edge
devices have to be configured. The options include PE_only, CE_only, and Both. If the PE_only
or CE_only value is selected then only the specified router is configured initially - it is still
possible to continue and complete the activation process of the edge devices at a later point.



In the field Comments, you may add any service related notes, which will be forwarded to the
Service Activator and will be visible to the network operator throughout the process of
activation.



Select the Submit
button in the bottom right hand corner of the form to proceed. An xml
message with the specified service parameters will be forwarded to Service Activator. You will
be returned to the Customer Services form where you will find the newly defined service.

7-1-2 Add Layer 3 VPN Sites
Sites can now be added to the VPN service enabled for your customer in section 7-1-1 Enable
Layer 3 VPN Service.
Follow these steps to add sites to the service:





Navigate to the Customer Services form.



This brings up the Create Services form in which you must enter the layer3 site service related
parameters.




layer3-Site id is generated uniquely by the CRM portal system.

Locate the newly created Layer3 VPN ‘Sales’ in the Existing Services section
Select the Submit
button in the Existing Services with Type ’layer3-VPN’ and Name
‘Sales’, to requests a Subservice of type ‘layer3-Site’ as indicated in the form.

Enter the name of the site in the site name field. In this example this is Sales1.
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NOTE: The site name field may be entered in two ways: As an operator specified string in case of
a new site is to be created or by selecting an existing site name from the drop-down list.
When a new site name is entered, the site will be automatically created as part of the request
submitted to HPSA before the requested service then gets associated the site.
When an existing site is selected, the service will be added to the existing services, by using a
service specific Vlan id on the access port that previously was chosen when the selected site was
created. This is referred to as service multiplexing.
Not all combination of site services is permitted. Basically the existing site services, as well as the
new service, must be port-vlan based.
The CRM Portal does not keep the detailed network information and may not in all cases be able
to validate directly, if the selected service may be added using the specified Vlan id. As part of
handling the request in HPSA when it is submitted, a service validation (or feasibility check) will be
performed. If the check indicates that the service may not be added to the existing site, a reuse
error will be raised, which is assigned to the ‘Failure description’ parameter of the service.



Select region value Denmark and the location value Copenhagen from the drop-down lists.
These values indicate the region in the provider’s network which covers this customer site.
Locations limit the selection of PE routers that will be used to provide the service for this site.



Select the 512Kbps value for the field rate limit from the drop-down list to specify customer site
access rate.



Select the silver QoS Profile value l3_simple_0.0.100.0.0. The service-level value was
defaulted from the VPN set up to l3_simple_0.0.0.100.0 for the site; however it can be changed
at the site level.



Select the “Spoke” value for the site connectivity type. A site can either work as a spoke, as
hub or as a meshed site. When the VPN topology is chosen as ‘Hub and spoke’ only values
Hub or Spoke may be selected.



Select Yes for the field managed CE router. The service-level value was defaulted from the
VPN set up to No for the site; however it can be changed at the site level.

NOTE: A managed CE router represents a CE router managed, and typically owned by the
provider. Otherwise the CE router is managed and typically owned by the customer and the
provider will not access nor configure the customer CE.
In both cases, the provider allocates important resources for the CE router to become attached to
the provider’s network and this information is needed when the CE router is being installed and
pre-configured.
In the managed CE case, only the initial configuration allowing connectivity to the CE router is
necessary to manually complete, the final activation is done by VPN_SVP.
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If the CE router is selected as managed, it is possible to select CE Based QoS as either
Disabled or Enabled. When selected as Enabled, customer traffic will be classified and rate
limited on the CE router. The traffic will be marked using DSCP values and on the PE router it
will be re-classified and marked with corresponding EXP bits.



Select Both in the field activation scope. The service-level value is defaulted to the site;
however it can be changed at the site level.

Layer 3 VPN

NOTE: The activation scope controls the activation process of an L3 VPN site:



Both
The activation process is to include activation of both the PE and the CE routers.
The request will be in State In progress until the PE and CE activation processes
are both complete.



PE only
The process is to include activation of only the PE router. It will be optionally to
follow up be selecting the sub-service: Start CE activation at a later time



CE only
The process is to include activation of only the CE router, at least initially. It is
assumed, that the PE process will be selected later when the CE router is ready at
the customer premises, by selecting the sub-service: Start PE activation or in case
of a managed CE by selecting: Start PE and CE activation.



Value for the field address family would be either IPv4 or IPv6. This value will be defaulted to
the same chosen during the creation of VPN and you will not be able to modify this value on the
site level.



Select a protocol value for the field PE-CE routing. Select e.g. RIP as the routing protocol
between the PE and CE routers.

NOTE: VPN_SVP supports RIP, OSPF, eBGP and Static routes in the case of IPv4. For some of
the supported routing protocols, additional information must be provided:

○ OSPF: Customer area id must be supplied
○ BGP: Customer ASN must be supplied
○ Static routes: The specific static route entries must be provided
Static routes add by VPN_SVP will use the CE interface address as the ‘next hop’ address and
metric 2.
When BGP is selected, an optional prefix-limit is supported.
In case of IPv6 VPN_SVP supports only OSPF, eBGP and Static routes.
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NOTE: With BGP, the default prefix-limit set is 50. If the prefix-limit exceeds 1000, the value has
to be approved by Admin/Manager. That is, these jobs are posted on the confirm_eBGP_limit
queue for the admin operator interaction.

Interact with the job in this queue to get the below form.

If admin Confirms the maximum prefix value, the job proceeds with the activation task. However, if
the admin Refuses the maximum prefix value, the service creation operation Fails.



Select a value for the field PE-CE address pool from the selection list, e.g. PE-CE Default.
Address pools are created in the HPSA Inventory GUI SAVPN/Parameters view alternatively
PE-CE Default IPv6 is created in the case of IPv6. The selection of the proper pool is important
to avoid potential collision with the existing numbering scheme used at the customer’s site. See
[ADM] for more information about this issue.



Select the Submit
button to forward the site service request to Service Activator. You will
be returned to the Customer Services form where you will find the new site entry added to the
selected VPN service.



HPSA communicates messages back to CRM portal about the progress of each activation
requested which is indicated in the State column of the Customer Services view requests.

NOTE: The CRM portal keeps the State of a service updated in the Customer services view:
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Request Sent - Indicates that an activation request has just been issued and sent to
Service Activator.



In Progress - Indicates that the activation request is being process in Service
Activator.



PE Waiting Operator – Indicates that the activation request is waiting for the
network operator interaction on HPSA and this State could persist for a
considerable time.




OK - Indicates that the activation has been completed.
Failures will initially be handled by the network operator on HPSA using the
ErrorHandler. Failed services will be in state Temporary Failure with no Actions
available until handled by the network operator. See chapter 10-2 for further
information.

Layer 3 VPN

NOTE: The layer3 Customer Site service is actually constructed from two services:
A layer3-Site service that represent the Customer site
A layer3-Attachment service that represent the interconnection between the customer site and the
provider network.
When submitting a layer3 Site service request, both the Site and the Attachment requests are
actually submitted.
The layer3-Site request completes without any need of network operator interaction.
The layer3-Attachment request needs the HPSA network operator to appoint the edge device and
interface information, so this request enters ‘Waiting Operator’ state until this has been selected.
The view below illustrates how this is displayed in the CRM portal.

The service delivery process continues with the activation task on the HPSA portal. See section 7-2
.
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NOTE: VPN_SVP implements two generic processes for service activation. One process requires
the network operator to supply extra information in HPSA and the other process is flow-through in
nature and requires no interaction.
Addition of site services generally requires the network operator to select the point of attachment
of the service, i.e. the edge device and the port/interface to be used for the service.
Modification and deletion of services generally requires no interaction as all necessary parameters
are available in either the request or in the Inventory db.

7-2 Layer 3 VPN Site Service Delivery in
HPSA
Service Activator enables network operators to monitor new jobs arriving from CRM Portal selecting
the left pane Jobs view.
Requests for layer 3 VPN site services may, depending upon the activation scope, post two types of
jobs for the network operator to interact with, i.e. PE router jobs and CE router jobs which
corresponding to the selection of PE and CE edge resources.



PE router jobs are posted on the add_l3_site_pe queue for network operator interaction

The CE router jobs are dependent upon the requested activation scope and upon whether they are
managed (i.e. managed by the provider) or un-managed (i.e. managed by the customer).



Un-managed CE router jobs generate only a work-order containing the parameters that the
customer must know to set up their CE router correctly. No interaction by the network operator
is required.



The managed CE process may involve shipment, pre-configuration/installation at customer
premises and final activation by VPN_SVP, refer section 5.4 of ADM for complete details on
managed CE activation process. Managed CE router jobs requires:

○ The interaction by a network operator to supply the details of the CE router and its initial
configuration parameters that must be completed before connectivity to the provider
network is possible. These jobs are posted on the setup_ce queue. Alternatively the CE
routers can be pre-populated in the inventory either through HPSA Inventory UI or through
the import utility.

○ When submitting the setup_ce form, the process generates a work-order that contains the
necessary parameters for the personnel, responsible for shipping/initial setup and attaching
the CE router to the provider’s network, to complete their tasks. After this step, now the
decision on when the CE router should be activated needs to be done by northbound
system operator like CRM operator.

○ Upon the initiation of ‘Start CE activation’ from the northbound system / CRM, the final
configuration of the CE router may proceed and will be completed automatically by HPSA.

○ If the CRM operator did submit the request with activation scope CE_only, the process
completes on HPSA after the interaction with setup_ce form , and control is returned back
to CRM operator. The CRM operator may now proceed with the final activation of the PE
router (and CE router) be selecting the sub-service: Start PE and CE activation (see
section 7-1-2 above).

○ It is possibly to indicate in the setup_ce form, that the CE router is not present, i.e. the CE
router is not yet installed and connected to the provider’s network at the customer
premises. In this case only the work-order is generated and the control is passed to the
CRM to start the CE activation, when the router is ready. The final configuration of the CE
router normally done automatically by HPSA is skipped. It is assumed, that the CE router
will be configured in some other way outside of VPN_SVP.
The selection and necessary interactions with these PE and CE related jobs may be performed by
separate groups of operators depending upon the desired procedures of the provider.
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7-2-1 Activate PE Router for Layer 3 VPN Site Service
All jobs related to the selection of provider edge device and the port/interface are posted on the
add_l3_site_pe queue. Follow these steps to activate your edge routers for the L3 service
requested in 7-1-2 Add Layer3 VPN Sites:




Log in to Service Activator.



Go to the add_l3_site_pe tab to locate the jobs to interact with and right click on the selected
job. This will open an additional pop-up menu.



Select Interact with Job from the additional menu.



This provides the interface to the network operator for the selection of the provider edge device
and the access port to where the service is to be attached.

Select Jobs from the Work Area menu in the left navigation pane. This will open the Active Jobs
form.
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The form provides identifying information including the optional CRM operator comment. The
information includes the Location selected in CRM portal and which is used to limit the selection
list of available edge devices in the Select Router list.



The Select Router list of available edge devices will include access devices if access networks
are defined within that location (as described in section3-7 ). Hence, it is possible to select
direct attachment on PE routers (N-PEs) or attachments via access networks by selecting
access devices (U-PEs or Aggregation switches)



Select the desired edge device among the ones available for this location presented in Select
Router list.



The selected router may have E1 or STM1 controllers defined in which case a Create Interface
button will be available in the above form. This may be used to create a serial interface
associated an E1 channel-group (see section 8-4 Channelized Interfaces for more information)
‘just-in-time’ for service activation.



When the edge device has been selected, its available interfaces will be presented in the Select
Interface list from where the desired interface may be selected.

NOTE: In the case you desire to use an Ethernet interfaces type, note that if the requested rate
limit is less than 2Mb, interfaces with bandwidth higher than 10Mb are not selectable.



Select the encapsulation of the PE-CE attachment circuit from Select Encapsulation list. For
Serial interfaces, encapsulation may be set to HDLC, PPP or FrameRelay. For Ethernet
interface encapsulation none or dot1Q may be selected.

NOTE: The available encapsulations depend on the type of the interfaces.
Serial interfaces support the following encapsulations: HDLC, PPP or FrameRelay.
Ethernet interfaces supports the following encapsulations: none or Ethernet-dot1Q
In the case of FrameRelay encapsulation the DLCI value, and in the case of Ethernet-dot1Q
encapsulation the Vlan Id value, may be specified as either Customer Provided or Provider
Managed.
Customer Provided allows the value to be selected among the values in the DLCI/Vlan ID
selection list.
Provider Managed specifies that automatic allocation of an available value will be made by
VPN_SVP.
The allowed ranges for the Vlan ID/DLCI values are constrained by the defined global scheme in
Inventory GUI SAVPN/ParametersParametersSP parametersVlan ranges/DLCI ranges
object. (See also the Note in section 0).
In the case of FrameRelay encapsulation, it will also be possible to specific the LMI type as ansi,
cisco or q933a and the INTF type as dte or dce
If the encapsulation of an interface already has been specified by some earlier service requests, it
is protected and it will not be possible to change it.

NOTE: Ports which are already in use by other services will be validated against the Service
Multiplexing Parameter rules (see section 6-1-6 of ADM for more information). If the combination
of services is not allowed, a warning will appear and it will not be possible to submit the selection.
When the access port is selected on an access switch/aggregation switch, and the selected access
network is attached to multiple N-PEs, it is optional to enable VRRP. This creates a single virtual
router out of the multiple N-PEs to provide resilience towards router failure. The VRRP feature allows
the selection of the Master Router among the available N-PEs, as shown in the figure below
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Select the VRRP checkbox, in case redundancy option is required. When VRRP checkbox is
selected, the other VRRP fields are displayed.




Select the Master PE from the dropdown list.



Select the Submit button. HPSA will now have all the necessary parameters available and will
continue with the activation and configuration of the selected port on the selected device(s).

Select the VRRP Group ID from the dropdown list. This is the group to which both the Master
and the backup router will belong.

NOTE: When an access port/aggregation switch port has been selected as the attachment point,
HPSA will configure the access port and the trunk ports and in the access topology in addition to
the MPLS service configuration on the N-PE sub-interface.

In case any error occurs during the configuration of the device, an error message will be posted to
the HPSA MessagesErrors messages queue and the job will be posted on the failed-jobs queue
for further analysis and diagnostics. See chapter 10 for further information on Error Control.
In case of a hopefully temporary, connectivity failure between VPN_SVP (the NOC) and the
selected device, the service request is automatically rescheduled by the Delayed activation handler.
See chapter 10 for further information.
In the normal case of a successful activation, a response will be send back to the CRM portal and
the state will be updated accordingly.
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7-2-2 Activate CE Router for Layer 3 VPN Site Service
As described above, the CE router activation process is dependent upon the requested activation
scope and upon whether the CE router is managed (i.e. managed by the provider) or un-managed
(i.e. managed by the customer). Refer section 5.4 of ADM for complete details on managed CE
activation process.

7-2-2-1 Un-managed CE Router Set-up
If the CE router is un-managed (i.e. the managed CE router attribute is No) it is assumed that the
customer manages the device, and it is the customers own responsibility to configure the CE
router’s PE facing interface with the correct IP address, network mask and routing protocol.
VPN_SVP will reserve the IP addresses for the PE-CE link which the provider may supply to the
customer in the form of a work-order.
HPSA will normally generate a work-order for l3 service requests, but if the CRM activation scope
was selected as PE only the work-order will not be generated until the CRM operator optionally
continues the process by selecting the sub-service: Start CE activation.
NOTE: When activation scope CE only has been selected, the allocation of IP addresses need to
assume that the CE eventually could become attached to the provider network via an access
network. To accommodate the possibility of multiple aggregation switches and N-PEs, an IP
network address with mask of /29 will be allocated from the specified address pool.

The provider may submit the work-order information to the customer, either manually or by
automated distribution to the customers’ contact person’s email address (this may be achieved by
following the configuration as described in section 8-5 below). The customer must then configure
the CE router accordingly. [ relook – at what’s said in the section 8-5].

7-2-2-2 Un-managed CE Router Work-order
Service Activator will generate a work-order for the CE with the necessary configuration information
for the customer’s configuration engineer to complete the configuration of the CE router. The workorder is saved in the database and may be accessed via the HPSA left navigation pane
ToolsWork-orders menu.

The work-orders are listed and their names correspond to the service type and service id.

So, e.g. for the job with service id 1205, the CE work-order is named:
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Workorder_L3VPN_SetupSite_CE_1205.xml

Click (left-click) the entry to view the content of the work-order. The content of the work-order may
look as shown below. The Work-order view allows you to save the work-order as file or to print the
work-order. You may use this for manually distribution of the work-order to the customer.
VPN_SVP also supports automated distribution of un-managed CE work-orders to the customers’
contact person’s email address. This may be achieved by following the configuration as described in
section 8-5 below.

7-2-2-3 Managed CE Router Setup
The main steps in the process of activating a managed CE router are:




Creation of CE in VPN_SVP inventory either using the UI or XML Import utility.



Installation of the CE router at the customer premises and manual configuration of the CE router
according to work-order – manual step.




Attaching the CE router to the Provider network – manual step.

Allocation and assignment of resources in VPN_SVP to be used for the requested service
associated with the generation and distribution of the initial configuration (set up) of CE router in
the form of a work-order

Final configuration of the CE router.

The final configuration is done automatically by VPN_SVP when the CE router is present (i.e.
installed and attached) but only after the PE interface has been successfully provisioned.
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Assume that customer Baldor Electric Company has requested the CE Router to be managed by
the provider.



The CE network operator is notified through the setup_ce jobs queue that a new job has been
submitted.



The network operator interacts with the job on the setup_ce queue which provides a form to fill
in the information about the new CE router.



When the CE set-up configuration form is completed, use the submit button to save the data.

The HPSA Equipment Inventory will now be populated with a new CE router object in the requested
region (e.g. Denmark) containing the service relevant information. Also, the work-order containing
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pertinent information for initial set-up of the CE router is generated and saved in the database.
Alternatively CE router can also be pre-populated either using HPSA Inventory UI or using XML
import utility provided by VPN_SVP.

Follow these steps to locate the work-order containing the relevant information for configuring the
CE router:




Log in to Service Activator.



Locate the work order by the time-stamp or by the attachment service id of the request (i.e.
1046) and select it



The work-order form like the following will be displayed

Select Workorders from the Tools menu.
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The manual configuration and installation of the CE router at the Customer’s premises may be done
by external operators after shipment of the CE router or it may be done internally before shipment
depending upon the provider’s procedures.
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The router passwords must be set, the PE facing interface configured with the IP address and the
default static route must be set to enable HPSA to connect to the CE router when its configuration is
to be completed.
NOTE: In the case of the above work-order, the interface on the PE router was selected as
Ethernet Dot1Q encapsulated with a Vlan id of 3001 associated and that the provider facing
interfaces on the newly created CE router was selected as FastEthernet 0/1. It is no requirement
that the two interfaces are of identical type and encapsulation although this probably would be the
most common case.

VPN_SVP also supports automated distribution of un-managed CE work-orders to the customers’
contact person’s email address. This may be achieved by following the configuration as described in
section 8-5 below.



When the CE router set-up has been completed the act of performing CE activation is delegated
to a north bound system like CRM.



Select the Submit button to forward the ‘Start CE Activation’ request to Service Activator. Once
the activation is done the CRM state would move to “Ok”.

VPN_SVP will now proceed with the activation process and complete the final activation of the CE
router automatically. This includes setting up the loopback address (management) address of the
CE router and configuring the requested routing protocol on the requested interface.
VPN_SVP supports a remote CE provisioning process, where work-orders are distributed
automatically to e.g. 3rd-party technician’s email addresses, configurable per Region and Location.

NOTE: In case of an un-managed CE (managed CE router is selected as ‘No)’, no activation
towards the CE router will ever be attempted. Even if you select sub-service ‘Start CE activation’
only a work-order will be generated.
In case of a managed CE’, the configuration of the CE router will only be done. It’s now the
responsibility of the north-bound system operator to ‘Start CE activation’ after making sure that,
that the CE is actually present and preconfigured as prescribed. A work-order will also be
generated.
If the CE is specified as Not present in the setup_ce form, final activation of the CE will be
skipped but a work-order will be generated.

7-3 View Layer 3 VPN Service
7-3-1 View Service in HPSA Inventory
Once a new service has been successfully delivered, it is possible to locate the service in the HPSA
inventory view. To view the service for Layer 3 VPN sites:





Log in to Service Activator.
Navigate to the Inventory and select the SAVPN/Services view.
Expand the Customers branch, locate and expand the Baldor Electric Company branch.
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Expand the Layer 3 VPN Sites branch to confirm that the new site has been added.
Select the newly created Layer 3 site Sales1 as created above in section 7-1-2

The SAVPN/Services hierarchy allows you to drill further into more information about the created
site services to see the SiteAttachment or to see e.g. the VRF details.

The SiteAttachment (or Flowdomain) object represents the shared connectivity object associated a
site service. This contains e.g. the Vlan id associated with the attachment, the IPNet, generally the
attributes that are shared among the flowpoints. Multiple flowpoints may be associated the same
attachment, each representing a termination point in the flowdomain, e.g. when multiple N-PEs are
associated an access network.

You may also want to view the resource reservations related to your created L3 VPN site service
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In the Inventory, select the SAVPN/Equipment view.




Expand the selected router branch to view Interfaces and expand the Interfaces branch.

Expand region Denmark branch and locate your network.
Expand the network branch and PE routers branch to locate the router selected for the service
created in section 7-2-1 above (e.g. C3600-1).
The interfaces used for services are reserved in the Inventory and this is marked by the r next
to the interface icon. In the case that sub-interfaces are used for the services, these are
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created under their parent interfaces and these become marked with the branch expand
symbol.



Expand the parent interface ethernet1/1 of C3600-1 router in the network Copenhagen, and
select the reserved (r) sub-interface ethernet1/1.3001 that represents the Vlan 3001 associated
sub-interface that was selected in section 7-2-1 above.

The SAVPN/Equipment hierarchy allows you to drill into the interface related details such as
bandwidth, encapsulation, Vlan ids, etc.

NOTE: The association of Ethernet Vlan ids and/or frame-relay DLCI values is modeled by subinterfaces created under their parent interfaces and named according to the Vlan/DLCI value and
displayed this way.
For L3 service termination points this is quite closely related to how Ethernet interfaces are
represented in most vendor equipment, whereas for Frame-relay the actual device representation
may differ somewhat more from this model.
The SAVPN/Equipment hierarchy ends at the Flowpoint details on the selected (sub-)interface.



Expand e.g. the sub-interfaces branch associated ethernet1/1.3001 and select the Flowpoint.
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The Flowpoint details allow you to link to the associated service that is using the selected (sub-)
interface by inspecting the AttachmentId attribute (e.g. 1046). This id identifies the SiteAttachement
object that is located in the SAVPN/Services view hierarchy as describe above.

7-4 Modify Layer 3 VPN Service from CRM
Portal
Existing Layer 3 VPN Services are modified from CRM Portal.

7-4-1 Modify Layer 3 VPN Service



Log in to CRM Portal.



In the Existing Services area of the Customer Services form, select the Modify Service
next to the service you intend to modify. This will open the Modify form.

Find your customer e.g. Baldor Electric Company and open the Customer Services form. (See
also 4-3 Search for Customer Records for navigation instructions).
icon

Several parameters of L3 Services are modifiable.
For the L3 VPN service you may modify the following parameters:



Topology – Allows you to change the default connectivity type of your L3 VPN Sites. Select
‘Hub and spoke’ to allow additions of Hub or Spoke sites. Select ‘Full mesh’ to allow addition of
fully meshed sites.



Multicast – Allows you to enable multicast service for your L3 VPN Sites. This is due to vendor
restriction only supported for Full mesh VPNs. You may specify sparse or sparse-dense mode.

For L3 VPN Site Attachment service you may modify the following parameters:
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Connectivity type – Allows you to change the site between Hub or Spoke for a site in a VPN
with topology Hub and spoke



Join/Leave VPN – Allows you to Join a site into multiple VPNs, e.g. intranet, extranet and/or
internet type VPNs. Likewise you may Leave some of the VPNs you have previously Joined.



Multicast – Allows you to enable multicast VPN on a per site basis. The first site being enabled
will be forced as RP if VPN is in sparse mode



Rate limit – Allows you to control the rate limit associated each individual attachment circuit
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QoS – Allows you to control the rate limit and QoS profile associated each individual attachment
circuit



Add/Remove static routes – Allows you to associate static routes to each individual attachment
circuit.

Finally, you may add a protection attachment to an existing L3 VPN Site, when the BGP protocol
has been configured as the PE-CE routing protocol.

7-4-2 Modify Rate Limit of Layer 3 VPN Site Attachment
Service
A L3 VPN Site may be connected to the provider network via multiple attachment circuits and each
individual attachment circuit may have its Rate limit modified. Below is illustrated how to modify the
Rate limit associated a Site attachment circuit:



To modify a customer site access rate, select in the Existing Services area of the Customer
Services form, the Modify Service
icon next to the service type layer3-Attachment of the
Site attachment you intend to modify.



Select Rate limit from the drop-down list for the field parameter to modify.



Select a new access rate for the site attachment circuit from the drop-down list and choose the
Submit

button.

Your request to modify the service will be forwarded to Service Activator. The service request will
start a workflow in Service Activator which will manage the activation of the router and will change
the router configuration for the given service without any network operator interactions needed.
To view the result of site modification in Service Activator:










Log in to Service Activator.
Navigate to the Inventory GUI window.
Select the SAVPN/Services view and expand the Customers branch.
Locate your customer and expand its branch.
Expand the Layer 3 VPN Sites branch.
Expand the site which contains the attachment which was modified.
Expand the

SiteAttachment branch corresponding to the modified attachment circuit

Expand the
PE router branch and select the L3Flowpoint where the requested RateLimit’s
may be observed
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7-4-3 Join/Leave of Layer 3 VPN Site Attachment Service
The Join operation allows you to build more complicated connectivity structures among the sites in
different VPNs. The customer may have a need that some sites, although in different VPNs, still
must be able to communicate (intranet) or the customer may have the need for some sites to
communicate with sites in another customer’s VPN (extranet). You may also have the need to
provide some services (e.g. Internet access) via provider owned VPNs that some customer sites
then get joined into (e.g. Internet access).
The Leave operation allows you to perform to opposite of Join, i.e. withdraw a site from a specific
VPN.
NOTE: When a L3 VPN site is created, it is owned by the customer that owns the VPN. It is not
possible to leave this ownership relation. Hence, although it is possible to migrate among the
VPNs owned by one and the same customer, it is not possible to completely leave all the
customer’s VPNs. Also, when a site is joined into another customer’s VPN, it is visible in CRM
portal in this VPN, but it is not modifiable from that services view.
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Log in to CRM Portal.



In the Existing Services area of the Customer Services form, select the Modify Service
icon
next to the L3 VPN Site Attachment service you intend to modify. This will open the Modify form.




Select Join VPN from the drop-down list for the field parameter to modify.

Find your customer e.g. Baldor Electric Company and open the Customer Services form. (See
also 4-3 Search for Customer Records for navigation instructions).

Select e.g. join extranet for action. A customer selection drop-down list will appear which
consists of customers having L3VPN services.
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Select join extranet option



Select e.g. the L3 VPN Research (which is assumed to have been created earlier). Note that
when the destination (join to) VPN is of topology Hub and Spoke, it must be specified if the site
is to be joined with connectivity type Hub or Spoke into that VPN. When destination topology is
Full-Mesh, the connectivity type can only be Mesh.

Find and select the extranet customer e.g. Giga-tronics Inc. and the join to drop-down list will
consist of the L3VPN services of customer Giga-tronics.

To view the result of the Join L3 VPN site modification in CRM




Log in to CRM Portal.



In the Existing services area of the Customer Services form, locate the site attachment service
that was joined above. Note that the normal modify operation, etc are still available for this site.



Select and click the service id link. This will open the Service view of this particular site service.
Note the fields named Related services list the VPNs this site is a member of, including the
newly joined Finance (Giga-tronics Inc.) where Giga-tronics Inc. is a link to the Customer
Services view of Giga-tronics Inc.



Select and click the Giga-tronics Inc. link. This will open Customer Services form of Giga-tronics
Inc.

Find your customer e.g. Baldor Electric Company and open the Customer Services form. (See
also 4-3 Search for Customer Records for navigation instructions).

NOTE: The joined site is listed with a link named Baldor Electric Company and that it is not
possible to manage the site from this view. Because the site is owned by Baldor Electric Company
and not by Giga-tronics Inc.
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To view the result of the Join L3 VPN site modification in Service Activator









Log in to Service Activator.
Navigate to the Inventory Tree GUI.
Select the SAVPN/Services view and expand the Customers branch.
Locate your customer and expand its branch.
Expand the Layer 3 VPN Sites branch.
Expand the site which was modified above.
Select the VPN that the site was joined into, to view the VPN membership parameters. In this
example, it was VPN: Research owned by Giga-Tronics Inc.

7-4-4 Modify Multicast of Layer 3 VPN Service
The VPN_SVP supports configuration of Layer 3 Multicast VPNs. The multicast technology is PIM
based and the sparse and sparse-dense modes are supported.
Before you may configure the sites to become members of a multicast VPN, these must be
members of an ordinary Full mesh VPN.
NOTE: Multicast services can not be created on a Hub-and-Spoke VPN. It is supported only for
Full Mesh VPNs.
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Log in to CRM Portal.



In the Existing Services area of the Customer Services form, select the Modify Service
next to the L3 VPN service you intend to modify. This will open the Modify form.



Select Multicast from the drop-down list for the field parameter to modify.



Select enabled for Multicast VPN

Find your customer e.g. Baldor Electric Company and open the Customer Services form. (See
also 4-3 Search for Customer Records for navigation instructions).
icon
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Select e.g. sparse mode from the drop-down list for Multicast VPN mode and choose the
Submit

button.

Your request to modify service will be forwarded to Service Activator. The service request will start
a workflow in Service Activator which creates the multicast VPN objects and allocates a shared
MDT Default multicast group address. No equipment configuration takes place due to this request.
To view the result of L3 VPN multicast modification in Service Activator, you should:







Log in to Service Activator.



Notice that an MDT default group address (225.0.0.1) has been allocated from the MDT Default
IP address pool and associated the mVPN. This is the unique multicast group address shared
by all sites participating in this mVPN.

Navigate to the Inventory Tree window and
Select the Services view and expand the Customers branch.
Locate your customer and expand its branch, and expand the Layer 3 VPNs branch.
Notice that an mVPN has been auto-generated. Select the mVPN to display the multicast VPN
specific parameters

7-4-5 Modify Multicast of Layer 3 VPN Site Attachment
Service
When multicast has been enabled for a fully meshed Layer 3 VPN you may enable multicast for the
individual sites attachments so these become members of the multicast VPN.




Log in to CRM Portal.



In the Existing Services area of the Customer Services form, select the Modify Service
icon
next to the L3 VPN Site Attachment service you intend to modify. Please note, that multicast is
only supported for Full mesh VPNs. This will open the Modify form.



Select Multicast from the drop-down list for the field parameter to modify.

Find your customer e.g. Baldor Electric Company and open the Customer Services form. (See
also 4-3 Search for Customer Records for navigation instructions).
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In the form, select enabled to join the site attachment into the multicast VPN.
It must be specified, in sparse mode, if the site is to be a RP (Rendezvous Point).

NOTE: When a L3 Multicast VPN is mode sparse, one or more sites may be specified as RPs.
The RPs will automatically be associated a loopback interface and an IP address from the
Multicast loopback pool.
Please note, that the first site of a L3 VPN being multicast enabled will be forced as a RP.
Subsequent sites may optionally be selected as RP.



The data traffic class you want the multicast traffic to be associated, is selected from the QoS
Class drop-down list



The Rate limit of the multicast traffic on this site is selected from the rate limit drop-down list..

NOTE: “Multicast bandwidth policy” flag under the inventory
SAVPN/ParametersParametersLayer 3 parametersMulticast Bandwidth Policy
determines the bandwidth allocated to the multicast enabled site.
If this flag is false (default), the rate limit applied to the multicast service can not exceed the rate
limit associated with the L3 VPN site.
If this flag is true, the rate limit applied to the multicast service may exceed the rate limit
associated with the L3 VPN site.



Select the Submit
button. Service Activator will proceed with the activation and configure
the multicast service.

To view the result of L3 VPN Site Attachment multicast modification in Service Activator:
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Log in to Service Activator.
Navigate to the Inventory Tree window.
Select the Services view and expand the Customers branch.
Locate your customer and expand its branch.
Expand the Layer 3 VPN Sites branch.
Expand the site which was modified above.
Select the
SiteAttachment object corresponding to the modified attachment circuit to view
the access flow parameters.
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Note the mVPN access flow related parameters: MDTData, Loopback address and RP status.
The site specific multicast parameters mRateLimit and mCoS may be observed on the
L3Flowpoint object

7-4-6 Modify Static Routes of Layer 3 VPN Site Attachment
Service
The VPN_SVP allows you to configure static routes on the customer site attachment circuits. Static
routes allow a customer site to announce its network prefixes to other sites in the VPN without itself
participating in routing control exchanges with the provider’s network. Static routes may be
configured exclusively or in addition to an existing routing protocol, e.g. OSPF.
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Below is illustrated how to add Static routes associated a Site attachment circuit:



To modify Static routes, select in the Existing Services area of the Customer Services form, the
Modify Service
icon next to the service type layer3-Attachment of the Site attachment you
intend to modify.



Select Add static routes from the drop-down list for the field parameter to modify.
You may add several route entries by selecting the More entries link.



Select the Submit
button. Service Activator will proceed with the activation and configure
the specified static routes service

Your request to modify the service will be forwarded to Service Activator. The service request will
start a workflow in Service Activator which will manage the activation of the router and will change
the router configuration for the given service without any network operator interactions needed.
To view the result of modifying Static routes of an L3 VPN Site in Service Activator:
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Log in to Service Activator and navigate to the Inventory GUI window.
Select the SAVPN/Services view, locate your customer and expand its Layer 3 VPN Sites
branch where you select the site which contains the site attachment which was modified above
to view the site parameters
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An existing static route can also be removed from a customer site attachment circuit.
Below steps illustrates how to Remove Static routes associated a Site attachment circuit:



To modify Static routes, select in the Existing Services area of the Customer Services form, the
Modify Service
icon next to the service type layer3-Attachment of the Site attachment you
intend to modify.



Select Remove static routes from the drop-down list for the field parameter to modify.
You may select one or more route entries by selecting the ‘delete route’ check box.



Once the check boxes have been selected for the routes to be removed, select the Submit
button. Service Activator will proceed with the activation and reconfigure the specified static
routes service with remaining static routes.
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7-4-7 Add Protection to a Layer 3 VPN Site Service
When a L3 VPN site attachment has been activated with BGP as the PE-CE routing protocol, it is
possibly to add an additional protection attachment to the existing attachment.
The protection attachment will be terminated on a physically different provider edge device than
what was used for the initial attachment.
To add protection, follow these steps:




Log in to CRM Portal.



In the Existing Services area of the Customer Services form, identify the L3 VPN site that you
want to add protection for. E.g. BigSite1 below.

Find your customer e.g. Giga-tronics Inc. and open the Customer Services form. (See also 4-3
Search for Customer Records for navigation instructions).

NOTE: The ‘layer3-Protection’ Subservice is available for BGP sites only.
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Select the Submit
in the form.



This brings up the Create Services form in which you must enter the l3-Site service related
parameters. Note, that certain site related parameters specified when the initial attachment was
requested can not be changed, as this is the same site getting an additional attachment.



You may specify other QoS related parameters for this site, a different activation scope and
optionally another customer ASN for this BGP peering, although the default provided may
probably be OK.

button to requests a Subservice of type ‘layer3-Protection’ as indicated
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Select the Submit
button to forward the site service request to Service Activator. You will be
returned to the Customer Services form where you will find the new site attachment entry being
added to the selected VPN service.

Adding protection to an existing site requires the network operator to provide the edge device
details. As described in section 7-2-1 jobs related to the selection of provider edge device and the
port/interface are posted on the add_l3_site_pe queue. Follow these steps to activate your edge
routers for the L3 service requested in 7-1-2 Add Layer3 VPN Sites:




Log in to Service Activator.



Go to the add_l3_site_pe tab and right click on the selected job.




Select Interact with Job from the pop-up menu.



The Select Router list of available edge devices will include the list of available devices except
the device that was used for the initial attachment.



Select the desired edge device among the ones available for this location presented in Select
Router list and select the desired interface from the Select Interface list



Select the Submit button and HPSA will continue with the activation and configuration of the
selected port on the selected device(s).

Select Jobs from the Work Area menu in the left navigation pane. This will open the Active Jobs
form.

This provides the usual interface to the network operator for the selection of the provider edge
device.

To view the result of adding protection in the CRM Portal, follow these steps:




Log in to CRM Portal.
Find your customer e.g. Giga-tronics Inc. and open the Customer Services form.

You may observe that two layer3-Attachment services are present for the site, one with Type layer3Attachment and another with Type layer3-Protection. Also, there are now no further Subservices
available for the site (e.g. bigSite1).
To view the result of adding Protection to an L3 VPN Site in HPSA, follow these steps:
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Log in to Service Activator and navigate to the Inventory GUI window.
Select the SAVPN/Services view and expand the Customers branch.
Locate your customer Giga-tronics Inc and expand its branch.
Expand the Layer 3 VPN Sites branch.
Expand the branch of the site you added protection to, e.g. bigSite1

You may observe that a pair of SiteAttachment objects now exists for the site. One represents the
initial attachment; the other represents the protection attachment.
These two attachments are otherwise equal in status, i.e. there is e.g. no primary/backup relation
between the two attachments.
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Additional Facilities
8-1 Enable/Disable of Services
Services that you have requested and created as described in the previous sections, enters by
default into activated state where the service is enabled and available for use. And the services stay
active if otherwise not specified as e.g. a timed service as described in section 8-2
Removing services also frees the resources allocated to the services and these resources then
becomes available for other services.
Occasionally, it may be desirable to disable a service without freeing the allocated resources. Then,
it will be easy to re-enable such services without changing the setup or the associated resources.
This could e.g. be in cases some network repair work is to be made and there is a planned outage
of some services or it could e.g. due to missing payment of the services.
After the issues are back in order, the services may then be re-enabled as a simple operation.
VPN_SVP supports these functions as single-click operations via the CRM Portal GUI.




Log in to CRM Portal.



In the Existing Services area of the Customer Services form, select the Disable service
icon
next to the service you intend to disable. You may select the Disable service operation on VPNs
or on single sites services.



When a service has been disabled the State will be displayed as Disabled and the only Action
available will be Enable service

Find your customer open the Customer Services form. (See also 4-3 Search for Customer
Records for navigation instructions).

NOTE: When you select Disable service of a VPN, the service request will automatically iterate
through all the site services in the VPN and disable these individually.



Enabling or resuming services again is similar to the above steps, only now the Enable service
icon should be selected.

NOTE: Disabling/Enabling of services is done by controlling the administrative state of the PE
interface on which the service is terminated.

8-2 Timed Services
VPN_SVP supports timed services and scheduling of services request. Not all request types
supports scheduling, as the request types that involve no device activation does not make sense to
request as scheduled.
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All requests for timed services are initiated from the CRM Portal. All site creation requests support
the optional specification of start time and end time in the Scheduling information section:

NOTE: Leaving start time blank means now, leaving end time blank means never.

The request is submitted as usual and the State displayed in the CRM Portal view is e.g. updated to
‘PE Wait Start Time’ (e.g. site T1 below)
It is also possible to only specify an end time enabling you to create a site service now but with
predetermined termination date. This could e.g. be for promotion or test purposes. After the
network operator has assigned the edge device resources to the requested service, its termination
request will then enter as a scheduled request and the State displayed in CRM portal will be
updated to ‘PE Wait End Time’

In HPSA the jobs awaiting their activation time are visible in the Scheduled Jobs tab. Scheduled
jobs in HPSA are persisted to the database and consume very little resources while waiting.

When the end time is reached the deactivation requests enters a confirmation queue to allow the
network operator to confirm the deletion of the scheduled service.
While the job is awaiting the operator confirmation the CRM Portal State is updated to ‘Sched
Delete Confirm’
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VPN_SVP also supports scheduled modifications of the rate limit values and additionally, such
modification may be requested as periodic or recurrent modifications. You may use this to e.g.
increase the available site rate limit at regular intervals in time, e.g. each Monday from 14:00 to
20:00 if a customer has specific needs for extra bandwidth at regular intervals, e.g. for back-up
purposes.
When you select the Modify operation as described e.g. in section 7-4-2 observe the Scheduling
information section now available. Besides the start time and end time fields it also provides for
specifying the modification to be periodic, the repeat period and a termination date for the periodic
modifications until which the process should continue.

The request is submitted as usual and the State displayed in the CRM Portal view is regularly
updated to ‘Periodic Modify PE Wait Start’ and ‘Periodic Modify PE Wait End’ corresponding to the
progress of the requested schedule.
Limited interaction with ongoing scheduled requests is possible for the network operator using the
HPSA GUI. This allows you to change the time for the next activation occurrence and/or to request
the schedule to be stopped (terminated).
Follow these steps to stop an ongoing scheduled activation




Log in to Service Activator.



Go to the Sheduled Jobs tab to locate the jobs to interact with and right click on the selected
job. This will open an additional pop-up menu.



Select Modify Job from the pop-up menu. This brings up the following form

Select Jobs from the Work Area menu in the left navigation pane. This will open the Active Jobs
form.
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Modify the Status to STOP to request the schedule to be terminated




Select the Submit button to modify the job

Optionally change the Schedule Time for its next scheduling which is when the modify Status
will be examined.
The view will now reflect the requested changes and the job will terminate at the specified time
(start time in the Scheduled Jobs view)

Likewise you may stop an ongoing periodic job, but only when the job is in Status
WAIT_ACTIVATION so to assure we terminate the schedule at the service’s initial value.

8-3 Aggregated Interfaces
VPN_SVP supports aggregation (or bundling) of interfaces. This allows you to appoint multiple
physical interfaces on a PE device that should be bundled together and be represented via a single
logical interface. You may do this to achieve e.g. higher bandwidth or better redundancy.
The interface types/encapsulations that are supported for aggregation covers:





Link aggregation of Ethernet interfaces
FrameRelay bundling
PPP multi-link

You must create an aggregated interface before you may select it for service provisioning.
VPN_SVP supports bundling through a generic interface for the network operator. To create
bundled interfaces follow these steps:
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In the Inventory, select the SAVPN/Equipment view.



Right-click and select the
Create aggregated interfaces action. This will open the Create
Aggregated Router Interface form.

Expand a region branch and locate your network.
Expand the network branch and PE routers branch to locate the router to be selected for the
creation of an aggregated interface

Additional Facilities



You may select the Bundle type, e.g. Ethernet, and the selection list Interfaces will allow you
to select among matching and free Ethernet interfaces to build up your aggregated interface. If
you select FrameRelay or PPP, free interfaces of type Serial will be proposed.



You select each physical interface by selecting ADD button for each. Note that the list Selected
interfaces gets populated with the interfaces you have selected so far. Also note that the
aggregated interface name gets display in the Interface field. You may want to note this name
for later reference when provisioning a service.



When all the desired physical interfaces have been added, press OK to submit your requests.

HPSA will now execute a WF that configures the selected PE router to create the aggregated
interface according to the selections made and updates the inventory database correspondingly.
You may observe the created interface under the Interfaces branch on the selected PE router.
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You should follow the same above steps to create a type multilink PPP or Frame Relay interface.

NOTE: After an aggregated interface is used for a service, it may not be possible to change its
configuration with respect to its member interface (i.e. the physical interfaces that constitute the
bundle).

NOTE: Deleting a free aggregated interface is done using the delete action on the interface. This
will configure the device accordingly and remove the aggregated interface from Inventory and free
its member interfaces.
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Following are the various aggregated interfaces created for different Bundle Types chosen.

Bundle Type

Vendor

Aggregated Interface Name

Ethernet

Cisco

Port-Channel

PPP

Cisco

Multilink

FrameRelay

Cisco

MFR

Ethernet

Juniper

Ae

PPP

Juniper

Ml

FrameRelay

Juniper

Ml

8-4 Channelized Interfaces
VPN_SVP supports channelization of E1 or SONET/SDH controller interfaces. This allows you to
create logical serial interfaces that are constructed from a number of time-slots on an E1 or
STM1/STM4 type of multiplexed interface and which bandwidth may be tailored to the needs of the
service.
A Channelized interfaces may be created “just in time” by using the Create Interface button in the
Select_PE_Router_And_If form or from the Inventory GUI ahead of the provisioning task.
Follow these step the create a channelized from the Select_PE_Router_And_If form




Log in to Service Activator.



Go to the add_l3_site_pe tab to locate the jobs to interact with and right click on the selected
job. This will open an additional pop-up menu.





Select Interact with Job from the pop-up menu

Select Jobs from the Work Area menu in the left navigation pane. This will open the Active Jobs
form.

This provides the interface to the network operator for the selection of the provider edge device
Select the desired device from the Select Router list. Note, when the selected device contains
Controllers, and extra Create Interface button appears in the form
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Select the Create Interface button in the form as you realize that for this specific service a
channelized interface must be used and it has not yet been created

The following form will appear
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In the form you may select the desired Controller on which the channelized interface should be
created. Select e.g. the SONET 4/0/0 controller and then select the button Submit and the
following expanded form will appear

Reporting



Notice, that the first available multiplex indexes (au4, tug3, tug2) for the SONET controller and
an e1 group have all been populated.



Also notice, that the requested Ratelimit in the service request (1Mb) has been used to select
16 timeslots to provide the requested bandwidth.




Finally, notice that the resulting serial interface name is provided Interface field



When all parameters have been finalized, create the interface by selecting the Submit button

If the suggested parameters needs to be changed, you may do that and re-select the button
Select Interface to update the form

HPSA will now execute a WF that configures the selected controller on the selected edge device to
create the channelized interface according to the selections made and updates the inventory
database correspondingly.
You may observe the created interface under the Interfaces branch on the selected PE router.
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Follow these steps to create a channelized interface from the Inventory GUI ahead of the
provisioning task.





In the Inventory, select the SAVPN/Equipment view.



Expand the Controllers branch and select the desired controller to host the channelized
interface



Right-click and select the
Create channelized interface action. This will open the
ChannelizedInterface Creation form as above, only now you have to provide the number of
timeslots (SlotsNumber).



To complete the process, you must follow basically the same procedure as described above
when initiated from the Select_PE_Router_And_If form.

Expand a region branch and locate your network.
Expand the network branch and PE routers branch to locate the router to be selected for the
creation of an aggregated interface

NOTE: Deleting a free channelized interface is done using the delete action on the interface. This
will configure the device accordingly and remove the channelized interface from Inventory.

8-5 LSP Management
There are two types of LSPs available for operator use in SAVPN solution: Service LSPs and
Aggregate LSPs.

8-5-1 Service LSPs
VPN_SVP supports an optional service integrated LSP feature. This strategic Traffic Engineering
component builds a mesh of LSPs between the PE routers hosting VPN sites. The LSPs may be
automatically as well as manually created, modified and/or deleted according to the requirement
and topology of the site services.
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The LSP feature must be enabled via the SAVPN-Parameters configuration options provide, to take
effect (see section 6-1-2 LSP Parameters in the [ADM] guide).
The simplest way to use the LSP feature is to assign LSP profiles to each traffic class (Class Type,
CT) with ‘automatic’ bandwidth allocation mode. In this case, when services are created due to
incoming service requests, the LSPs will be created as required and with the bandwidth allocated
according to the rate limits specified in the service requests.
The only algorithm currently supported for calculating the required LSP bandwidth is the ‘Sum’
algorithm. This means the sum of the individual rate limits requested by the services is assigned to
the LSP and guaranties that the maximum amount of traffic can be supported by the LSPs. More
advanced algorithms could be introduced where e.g. some statistical knowledge of the traffic may
suggest less bandwidth demanding algorithms.
Alternatively, the assigned LSP profiles could have ‘manual’ allocation mode assigned. This
provides/requires full operator controlled bandwidth allocation. Hence, each LSP that must be
created enters a job queue, from where the operator must select each job for interaction and assign
a proper bandwidth. No further service modifications will automatically change this allocation, only
the operator must decide to do so by interacting with a specific LSP via the Inventory GUI.
Additionally, the operator may decide from the interaction GUI, not to create one or more of these
LSPs. If so chosen, no further service operations will re-create these LSPs as the Inventory keeps a
‘blocking’ instance having admin state Down. The operator may choose to enable such LSPs so
they become active in the network, or delete these fully in which case later service operations may
recreate these as required
See section 7-7-1 LSP Configuration for Service LSPs in the [ADM] guide for more information.

8-5-2 Aggregated LSPs
Aggregated LSP feature allows a reduction in the number of MPLS LSPs that otherwise would have
to be created across the MPLS core to create a full mesh of VPN specific (Service) LSPs.
The distinguishing feature of Aggregated LSPs is that these are not associated a specific service
like a VPN but rather shared among a number of VPNs or other applications.
This feature uses the same topology as the LSP Tiers feature, including the existing definition of the
tiers/hierarchy among the PE routers.
Aggregated LSPs feature provides the network operator exclusive control of where and when to
create, modify or delete aggregated LSPs through a manual management mode. This feature does
not support automated creation, modification or deletion.
See section 7-7.2 LSP Configuration for Aggregated LSPs in the [ADM] guide for more information.

8-6 Work-order Distribution
VPN_SVP supports distribution of Work-orders by e.g. email. This may help the provider integrating
and organizing the activation process of managed CE VPN sites with field technicians and/or 3 rdparty technicians. These personnel perform the actual CE router installation and pre-configuration
possibly at the customer’s premises and may not have direct access to the VPN_SVP GUIs and
interaction forms.
Although the VPN_SVP does not support managed L2 VPN CE (Customer Edge) devices, L2 VPN
Site work-orders are yet generated to provide help in setting up the CE device

8-6-1 Work-order Distribution
You may initialize Work-order distribution by following these steps:







Log in to Service Activator.
Select the Inventory from the left pane menu.
Select the SAVPN/Parameters view.
Expand the SP Parameters branch.
Locate the Workorder distribution object
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Right-click the Workorder distribution and select the



Add Email distribution to the set of supported distribution methods by selecting Email true. Note
that WebServer distribution method is not yet supported. Note, that the Manual mode is always
enabled, which means that a copy of the generated work-order always is saved in the database
and accessible from HPSA left navigation Work-orders menu as described in section 7-2-2-3

Edit Workorder distribution action

You have now added email distribution mode to the work-order distribution mechanisms.

You must now create a temporary storage for the work-orders that must be distributed to external
recipients. You may follow these steps to create a queue as temporary storage for these workorders:
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Log in to Service Activator.



Fill in the form providing Name as e.g. Workorders. Select the queue Type as Workorder, State
as suspended. You may change this later as described below.



Provide the address of your Email server in the URL format as indicated. This is the external
SMTP server that emails will be submitted to and relayed via towards the final recipient.



Press the OK button to submit the information

Select the Inventory from the left pane menu.
Select the SAVPN/Parameters view.
Expand the SP Parameters branch.
Locate the Queues branch
Right-click the Queues and select

Create Queue action

Reporting

You have now created a queue in the database that the VPN_SVP provisioning process may submit
information (work-orders) onto. Currently, the built-in work-order distribution mechanism submits the
work-orders onto queues of Type Workorder and which are not in State disabled.
The created queue provides a temporary storage for the work-orders and the service activation
process will commence immediately after submitting a work-order. This decouples the service
activation process effectively from the distribution process.
The queue is served by a scheduled server work-flow that de-queues submitted requests one-byone and sends these via the above configured SMTP server. This will only take place when the
state of the queue is active.
Hence, when the State is suspended, work-order requests will be submitted onto the queue and
saved there, but the distribution process will not serve the queue and distribute any requests.
When a request is successfully sent to the configured external SMTP server, it is removed from the
queue and the next request will be attempted.
To enable the distribution of work-orders you must set the queue State to active. Follow these steps
to do that:




Locate the Workorders queue you created above
Right-click the queue and select the

Resume Workorders action

The State of Workorders queue will now be set to active and the distribution process started. You
may later Suspend or even Disable the queue if so desired.

NOTE: If you Disable the queue, the requests submitted so far and not yet distributed, will also be
deleted.

You still need one final configuration step before work-order distribution is fully configured: The
recipient address for the work-orders needs to be provided.
VPN_SVP supports specifying per Region and optionally also per Location, recipient’s email
address.
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To configure Work-order recipient email addresses, follow these steps:









Log in to Service Activator.



Fill in the Email field representing the recipient’s email address.

Select the Inventory from the left pane menu.
Select the SAVPN/Parameters view.
Expand the SP Parameters branch.
Locate the Regions branch
Select the desired Region, e.g. Denmark and expand
Select the action

CreateWorkorderURL on the WODistribution object.

NOTE: Webserver publishing feature is not currently supported.



Similarly, you may specify a more dedicated email recipient address for any of the Locations in
a Region by expanding the desired Location branch and configuring the WODistribution object
there.

VPN_SVP will, when submitting a Work-order to the Workorders queue, use a Location specific
recipient address if it is defined, otherwise the Region level address will be used, if that has been is
defined.

NOTE: Distribution of layer3 Work-orders for Managed CE routers will use this Region/Location
based recipient address whereas Work-orders for Un-managed CE routers will be send to the
email address of the customer’s contact person, if that has been specified.
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This chapter describes the Reports tool available in the VPN_SVP. As described in Chapter 3, the
VPN_SVP support a detailed view of Services, Equipment, and Parameters via the Inventory GUI
and additional examples of these views are described throughout the previous chapters. The
Inventory GUI is hierarchical in nature and therefore certain types of information are not readily
available. The Reports tool provides a set of predefined views that allows you to extract information
that is somewhat orthogonal to the Inventory views.
The Reporter tool provides three basic reports: ‘Executive Summary’, ‘Services per PE’ and
‘Bandwidth per PE’ which are all described in detail in the following sections.
Follow these steps to enter the Reports tool:




Log in to Service Activator.



This will open the Types of Reports overview



Once in the Types of Reports window, select the report you desire from the Report Name list

Select Reports from the Tools menu.

9-1 Executive Summary Report
When you have selected the Executive Summary report, a window will appear that allows you to
enter the desired time-frame of the report.
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You may select a period from 1 month to 5 years or the total time that the system has been
running.



Select Submit to generate the Executive Summary Report

The report shows you the total number of Customers that have come or left your VPN business as
well as the total number of active Customers. Additionally the report adds up the total number of
sites according to type that have been added or modified within the selected time-frame.

9-2 Services per PE Report
When you select the Services per PE Report, a window will appear that allows you to select the
desired PE for the reporting.
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Select Region and Location and finally the PE router
Select Submit to generate the Services per PE Report

The report provides an overview of the customers and their services provisioned on a particular PE
router.

9-3 Bandwidth Accounting Report
When you select the Bandwidth Accounting Report, a window will appear similar to the window
above in section 9-2 that allows you to select the desired PE for the reporting.




You select the Region and Location and finally the PE router
Select Submit to generate the Bandwidth Accounting Report
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The report provides information about the types and number of interfaces on the selected NE router
and the bandwidth provisioned on these interface types (Committed Bandwidth). The report also
summarizes the total amount of customer facing bandwidth (Customer Facing) and the amount yet
available on the NE (Available).
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10 Problem Control
This chapter describes how VPN_SVP facilitates the handling of problems and errors that may
occur when services are provisioned.
Different issues may cause the activation of a service to fail. It could be a temporary loss of
connectivity to the PE router from the NOC, it could be some router problem related to the specific
version of the router firmware, it could be exhaustion of different resources managed by VPN_SVP
such as address pools, etc., etc.
The precise diagnosis of a particular problem may in some case require a substantial amount of
work by specialized and skilled network operators and/or engineers and may in other cases be
simple and straight forward to identify. Likewise the resolution of the problem may represent a
substantial amount of work and could include a complete replacement of a failed PE router.
To facilitate problem handling and error recovery several tools are available in the VPN_SVP which
are described in the following sections.

10-1 Error and Notification Messages
The Message queues Errors and Notification are used by the work-flows in the VPN_SVP solution
to post messages that may help the operator in identifying a problem and possible also help in
solving the problem.
The queues used for errors and notifications are configurable via the Inventory GUI. You may
configure the queue names used by following these steps:









Log in to Service Activator.
Select the Inventory from the left pane menu.
Select the SAVPN/Parameters view.
Expand the SP Parameters branch.
Locate the Service Provider object
Right-click the Service Provider and select the

Edit Service Provider action

You may now enter the names you want to use for the ErrorQueue and NotificationQueue
attributes

These attributes are use by the Workflows when they need to post a message.
The Notification queue is used to post messages that do not represent some error but rather some
important or some un-usual events, that may be of importance to the operators of the system.
Below are two examples of notification messages. One is from the ErrorHandler when re-submitting
a failed service requests (see section 10-2 ), the other represents a timed service that an operator
has stopped (see section 8-2 )

The Errors queue are used to port messages that’s concerned with activation failures, workflow
failures or other irregular events that must be investigated by the operator.
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Below are examples of two problems and the generated Error messages. The first (top) one is
related to remote interaction with the confirm_setup_ce queue where the remote operator may
have provided an illegal Service Id in the interaction form (see section Error! Reference source
not found.) which generates an exception message in the Errors queue.
The second problem is related to a L3 VPN Site service request where allocation of an IP address
failed due to lack of available resources. This causes a failure of the requests and it is then queued
in the ErrorHandler. In the ErrorHandler the operator has failed the requests and the service request
has been terminated and responded back to the CRM portal (see (see section 10-2 ).

10-2 Error Handling
When an error occurs in a service creation workflow, the error handler work flow receives the failure
including the original service request message that was received from the CRM portal.
At the same time, the CRM portal service State is updated to temporary failure.
Follow these steps to enter handling of failed jobs for a failed service request:
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Log in to Service Activator with admin rights.



Go to the failed_jobs tab to locate the failed job to interact with and right click it. This will open
a pop-up menu from where you select Interact with Job.

Select Jobs from the Work Area menu in the navigation pane. This will open the Active Jobs
form.

Problem Control

The form may optionally list multiple Activation Attempts that has been made so far to configure the
requested services but without success. For each attempt, the form allows you to inspect different
pieces of information related to the service request:

○ Request message
The service request message that was sent from the order portal (CRM Portal)

○ Activation dialog
The generated xml activation dialog used by the CLI plug-in to configure the service

○ Device dialog
A trace of the actual communication that took place with the external device



You select the URL listed for Request Message to inspect the received service request. A
simple text based view is presented. Below is illustrated part of a received service request.
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You may also want to inspect the xml activation dialog that Service Activator constructed for the
service request and which controlled the CLI plug-in dialog with the network device. Select the
link in the Activation Dialog column corresponding to the activation attempt you are analyzing.

Problem Control

In this view, you may inspect to Activation commands to configure the service and the Rollback
commands that will be executed if the activation experiences any errors. Also, the Description
allows you to locate the specific command in the dialog trace that is also available.



You may also want to inspect the actual trace of commands sent to the device and the
corresponding network element responses received, to e.g. inspect any diagnostics messages
from the device. Select the Device dialog View button of the activation attempt that you are
investigating.

In the above example trace, you may observe that the router device complains about the configured
VRF using an RD value that is already in use. This indicates that e.g. some manual configuration has
been made on the router behind “the back” of VPN_SVP. To rectify such an issue, the router must be
examined manually and the offending VRF item may have to be deleted or modified on the router not
to collide with the auto-generated version configured by VPN_SVP.



When you have identified the cause and rectified the problem, e.g. created additional entries in
an IP address pool, or rectified the router configuration, the service request may be resubmitted by selecting the Re-submit button. This will restart the VPN_SVP handling of the
request.



The CRM State will change to In_progress to inform the CRM operator about the changed
status.



If the cause of the problem is related to the service request itself, you may add a comment that
will be sent back to the CRM operator when the Fail button is selected. This comment will be
available as the Failure description in the CRM portal.



The CRM Portal will change state to Failed and the CRM operator will have to decide on the
further steps to be taken. E.g. it may be realized that the originally requested parameters were
wrong in which case the failed request must be deleted and a new, with the corrected
parameters, must be submitted.



The form allows you to execute the activation request in Skip Activation mode. This will
process the request normally, only the actual router configuration will be skipped. Only use this
when you are 100% sure the router configuration is correct but the inventory of VPN_SVP must
be updated correspondingly.

10-3 Delayed Activations
When an activation attempt fails with a connectivity error to the network device, the failed service
request is not queued in the above failed_jobs queue but instead it is being automatically
rescheduled for a later activation retry on the delayed_activation_jobs queue.
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The retry properties like maximum number of retries and the time interval between retries may be
managed centrally as well as on a per job basis.
If the service request does not complete successfully within its assigned number of reties, the job
will fail and enter the failed_jobs queue and may then be handled as described above in section
10-2 .
A delayed job, will by default be associated the retry parameters defined in the
InventoryParametersSP parameters Delayed activation object. You may select the edit
function and the view below should appear.

These parameters represent the default parameters associated any delayed job.
If there is a need to change the parameters on a per job basis, the job gets queued on the
delayed_activation_jobs queue while awaiting the next retry. You may interact with delayed jobs
and manage the retry parameters reties as described below.
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Log in to Service Activator with admin rights.



Go to the delayed_activation_jobs tab to locate the delayed job to interact with and right click
it. This will open an additional menu.

Select Jobs from the Work Area menu in the navigation pane. This will open the Active Jobs
form
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You may change the number of pending reties as well as the time interval between each retry.
Note, that you may also Fail the job and thereby pass the job to the failed_jobs queue from
where it may be handled as described above in section 10-2 .

10-4 Interface Recovery
In some incidents, a communication line card may fail on a router and a single or some few
numbers of ports may consequently malfunction. The services that you may have provisioned on
this/these ports are therefore also out of operation. This occurs not too often but when it does, the
VPN_SVP provides an Interface Recovery tool that may help you swiftly migrate all the services
provisioned on one port to an equivalent replacement port on the same router and which will
minimize the down-time of the customer services.
The Interface Recovery tool is accessed via the Inventory GUI. Follow these steps to recover the
services provisioned on an interface on your router.







In the Inventory Tree window select the SAVPN/Equipment view.
Expand the Regions branch and locate the relevant networks containing the device in failure.
Expand the PE routers branch and locate e.g. the router C7600-1 with a failed port.
Expand the interfaces branch and locate a failed interface hosting provisioned services.
Right-click Select the
Recover services from the Router interface action. This will open
the Interface Recovery form:
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Now, in the Interface Recovery form you may select the target interfaces from the selection
list. This is the interface to which the services of the failed source interface should be moved



Now select the Ok button to initiate the transfer of services. A progress bar will keep the status
of the services migration updated.

HPSA will then create, service by service, the configuration commands to remove the service from
the old failed interface and re-create the service on the new target interface. You will just have to
switch the cable from the failed port or source interface to the port of new target interface. You may
repeat this procedure for each failed port.

10-5 Audit Trails
When a service is successfully configured, an audit trail entry is created in the Audit system
database by VPN_SVP. Each entry keeps a record of the configuration performed for that specific
service activation.
These audit trails are generally useful when the need arises for analyzing which service has been
activated by which operators and for which customers, etc.
But these are also particular useful when a failed PE router needs to be replaced and the already
configured services on that PE router must be restored. To view an audit entry, follow this
procedure:
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Log in to Service Activator with admin rights.



Select Audit Messages from the Work Area menu in the left navigation pane. This will open the
Audit Messages view.



All audit entries created by VPN_SVP are of Event Type SAVPN_LOG_EVENT
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In the above view a Filter selecting the Event Types as SAVPN_LOG_EVENT has been used
to reduce the number of entries



In the Audit Messages view, select the desired entry based on Service Id, Date or Service type
(Step). This brings up the more detailed Audit message detailed information view



This view contains a general information section and a Variable-Value section which contains
the VPN_SVP specific audit information, including the Activation Template.



Select the Download all content link which allows you to view the activation template that was
used when configuring the selected service. This file is xml formatted and conforming to the
syntax specified by the CLIPlugin. In this format, the activation template file may be used as
input to the CLIPlugin to re-configure the router exactly as was done originally.



Note, that the Audit Messages also contain the North-bound operator id in the Requestor Name,
and the HPSA operator id in the Operator Name entries. In case of requests requiring no
operator interactions on HPSA, the Operator Name will be ‘system’ as the processing of the
request (execution of the Workflows) is done as the ‘system’ user.
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10-6 VPN Log
The progress and result of services activated by VPN_SVP is reported in a VPN specific log
available for later inspection and validation in case of failures or other issues.
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To inspect the VPN log files, proceed according to the following steps:




Log in to Service Activator.



Locate the SAVPN tab to locate the VPN_SVP specific log files.



Select savpn_active from the list of log files to get the most recent entries. Older log entries are
rolled into numbered files over with the most recent having the highest number.

Select Lobs from the Work Area menu in the left navigation pane. This will open the HPSA Logs
view.

Below example illustrates an L2VPWS service activation trace as it will be seen in the SAVPN log:
The Controller workflow receives the service request 1:34:57 and instantiates the
L2VPWS_CreateVPWS workflow with a service id of 1262.
This workflow instantiates the L2VPWS_AddSite workflow twice, once for aEnd and once for zEnd
each of which completes OK. Finally the Controller workflow returns state OK to the order portal
1:35:24.
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11 Back-up and Restore
11-1 Device Configuration Back-up and
Restore
The VPN_SVP supports device configuration backup and restore procedures via the Backup tool
described in section 3-9 . The configuration files are stored in the database of VPN_SVP.
You or the administrator can choose according to your preference the transfer protocol, TFTP or
other. The NEs to be backed up must support the chosen protocol and a server or daemon version
of the protocol (e.g. TFTPD) must be installed on your HPSA platform. The transfer protocol is not
part of the VPN_SVP.
The interface between VPN_SVP and the transfer protocol selected is via the local file system on
HPSA platform. VPN_SVP will transfer to/from the file system and from/to the database – the
transfer protocol will transfer between the file system and the NEs.
The templates under $SOLUTION/etc/template_files must be customization in order to use other
transfer protocol than tftp. E.g. for Cisco devices it would be Cisco/Cisco_Save_Config.xsl and
Cisco/Cisco_Manual_Backup_Config.xsl that needs to be changed according to the requirements of
the devices and the transfer protocol.
A backup may be initiated by the network operator (manual) or they may be made according to a
predefined schedule.
The tool allows you to recover a failed PE by restoring the last saved configuration backup unto a
new replacement PE router when that has been installed into the network.
The backup tool could be combined with the audit trails described above in section 10-5 to
reconfigure all the services activated after the last saved configuration backup and until the point in
time when the PE router failed. This functionality is not currently available.

11-2 VPN_SVP Inventory Back-up and
Restore
Backup and restore of your inventory data may be made using standard database backup tools
which will not be described further in this guide.
VPN_SVP provides a dedicated Inventory backup and restore feature via the XML importer/exporter
tool box. You need a command line prompt/shell to execute the XMLImporter/exporter tools.
The VPN_SVP inventory data is divided in two types: the CRM Portal related data and the HPSA
related data. Follow these steps to create a back-up of you HPSA based VPN_SVP Inventory data
in XML format:





Change directory to $SOLUTION/bin/XMLConverter
Locate the executable Exp.sh
Execute ./Exp.sh export.xml <output.xml>
where export.xml is an internal file containing the list of the database tables to be exported and
<output.xml> is the file to which the exported data will be written.

Likewise, to export the CRM Portal data, follow these steps:





Change directory to $JBOSS_DEPLOY/crmportal.sar/crm.war/WEB-INF/bin/XMLConverter
Locate the executable Exp.sh
Execute ./Exp.sh export.xml <output.xml>
where this script is used using the same syntax as described above.

These two operations generate two xml files each containing part of the inventory data.
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When your installation has collocated the CRM portal with the HPSA server, a more user friendly
script is also available, which ease the use of the above XMLImporter/exporter tool:





Change directory to $SOLUTION/etc/VPNDemo/
Locate the exportXMLDB.sh script
Execute ./exportXMLDB.sh <session_name>
where <session_name> is used to generate the export xml file names in the data sub-directory

This script is taking advantage of the above two Exp.sh scripts to export both the HPSA based as
well as the CRM Portal based inventory data into two xml files, i.e. data/<session_name>_crm.xml
and data/<session_name>_sa_vpn.xml for the CRM Portal related data and the HPSA related data
respectively.
The exported data is formatted in XML but still quite close to the database structure behind the data.
The exported data is now in a format suitable for later import. Follow these steps to import
previously exported data:





Change directory to $SOLUTION/etc/VPNDemo/
Locate the importXMLDB.sh script
Execute ./importXMLDB.sh <session_name>
where <session_name> is the id used when generating the export xml file in the data subdirectory

It is also possible to use individual XMLConverter.sh and doPopulateDB.sh script available for both
CRM Portal and HPSA data. Before these are used, note that the existing database must be
initialized to the proper state for loading of the XML based data using the initVPNDB.sh scripts.
Therefore the above procedure using the importXMLDB.sh script is the simplest and the
recommended way of doing the load of XML data, as all the pertinent steps are built-in.

WARNING: Please note, that when you import xml based data, the current content of your
inventory database is reset and lost, even of the import process fails as the inventory data gets
initialized before the xml data is imported. Hence it is recommended that you also export these
data before importing new – be careful not to overwrite the xml files to be imported by using
identical session_names!
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12 NNMi Integration
Integration of VPN_SVP solution with NNMi brings the following benefits to the users of VPN_SVP:



Provides equipment and topology load into VPN_SVP and ensures that both applications have
the same view of the network.



Provides the topology view to the network operator helping him to get an overview of the
network, its status and to choose the correct resource for activation.



Provides the network operator resource status to help determining cause of activation errors
and inspect status of activated services.

12-1 Overview
The purpose of this section is to provide high-level details of NNMi - VPN_SVP integration use
cases. Upcoming sections of this chapter provide more details on different features of the integration
from a usability perspective. The complete details of required configurations for enabling different
features can be found in chapter 10 of [ADM].
The VPN_SVP – NNMi Integration use cases can be broadly divided into two categories as follows:



Resource Life Cycle Use Cases:

○ Dataload from NNMi to achieve activation ready network resource population.
○ NNMi GUI Launch from VPN_SVP Inventory views



Service Life Cycle Use Cases:

○
○
○
○
○
○
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NNMi GUI Launch from VPN_SVP Resource Selection and Error Handler views
Creation of VPN specific Interface Groups in NNMi – upon service creation.
Rediscovery of the NE involved in the service by NNMi – upon service creation.
Annotation of service information on the interfaces involved in service.
View NNMi Interface Group associated with the VPN from VPN_SVP service tree.
Deletion of service annotation information upon service deletion.

NNMi Integration

12-2 Dataload
The term dataload refers to the population of VPN_SVP equipment model from the network topology
information discovered by NNMi.
NOTE: For dataload process overview, refer to[ADM].
The data extraction step extracts all those NE information from the NNMi, which are in the “scope”
of dataload. The term “scope” refers to the exact set of network elements which are to be extracted.
VPN_SVP makes use of the “Data Enrichment” step to populate the VPN_SVP Equipment Model
using CNRModel. Refer to section 10-2 of [ADM] for complete details on the pre-requisites, scope
and enrichment files of dataload.
The user would be able to start dataload by launching the dataload workflow present under
inventory tree CRModel/NNMi Dataload as shown below:
Figure 12-1 Starting dataload process

The status bar which would be displayed during the dataload processing can be used to monitor the
status of dataload as shown in the figure below. Once done, there would be a visual indication of
completion on the same screen – stating that, the dataload has been completed.
Figure 12-2 Dataload progress status

In the case of a fresh dataload with no network elements present in VPN_SVP, the network
elements would be populated in the VPN_SVP inventory. The populated inventory needs a cursory
examination of the different attributes being dataloaded. Once found fine, these resources can be
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used for service activation. In case of an incorrect value for any of the attribute, such an attribute
needs to be explicitly set by doing a right-click and editing the resource.
If some of the network elements being dataloaded are already present in VPN_SVP and the
dataload feature let’s the operator perform a manual examination of the difference between what’s
present in VPN_SVP database and what’s coming from NNMi. One can find all such network
elements which need manual reconciliation under CRModel NNMi Dataload tree. Upon a right click
on any of the network resources, the user has the option of looking at the difference between what’s
coming from the network and what’s present in the VPN_SVP database, or the options to “Accept”
or “Reject” the changes coming from NNMi.
In addition to uploading the network elements, dataload automatically performs the interface upload
too. Out of the box, dataload feature executes the workflow “CRModel_PostProcess” – after
processing the dataload, during “post dataload” phase. In General the administrators are advised to
retain this behavior – to make the whole process automatic. In case some customizations are
needed, integrators / administrators are free to configure any work-flow of their choice to be
performed as a part of “post dataload phase”. Find the figure below depicting this configuration –
can be found under CRModel Parameters, Upload Configuration. In case the administrator prefers
not to do anything after the dataload, the workflow name should be specified as empty.

Figure 12-3 CRModel_PostProces WF launch post dataload phase to perform interface upload

After the reconciliation and post dataload phases, the network elements are committed to VPN_SVP
database – and can be used for activation. The chapters 5, 6 and 7 can be referred for more details
on service activation.

NOTE: For more details on NNMi Dataload, refer to Chapter 4 of [INTRO].

NOTE: During dataload, only L2 connections between different network elements are dataloaded
to VPN_SVP database, L3 connections would be ignored.

12-3 NNMi Views
The ability to launch NNMi views under different contexts in VPN_SVP helps the operator to make
correct decisions during service creation, resource selection and trouble shooting in case of errors
during service activation. Refer to section 10-1-3 of “VPN_SVP Administrator’s Guide” for details on
configuring this feature.
As discussed in the overview section, NNMi views can be launched under the following contexts:
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From the VPN_SVP Inventory view : Upon the right click of a network element from VPN_SVP
inventory view, there are two options either to launch NNMi L2 or L3 neighbor view as shown
below:

Figure 12-4 NNMi neighbor view options

Once the view is chosen and clicked, the chosen view would be displayed from NNMi as shown
below:
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Figure 12-5 NNMi Neighbor view
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From the VPN_SVP Resource selection page: During the service creation, in the phase where
there’s a need to choose the network resource to be involved in the service – in the resource
selection page – the operator has the ability to launch L2/L3 neighbor views to consider the
other resources, which can be used for participation in the service. Following screen shot
depicts the same:

NNMi Integration

Figure 12-6 NNMi Neighbor view from Resource Selection Page



From the VPN_SVP Error Handler: During the service creation, in case of an error and the flow
could enter error-handler phase. In such situations for taking a deeper look at the root cause
behind the error – the user can launch either L2 or L3 neighbor view from NNMi as shown
below:
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Figure 12-7 NNMi Neighbor view from Error Handler Page

12-4 Annotations
NNMi's representation of the PE interface terminating the service attachment, will automatically be
annotated with service related information such as the Customer of the service, the VPN, and the
associated termination point (flowpoint id) when a service is created or modified by VPN_SVP. This
may help the network operator to prioritize the incidents by providing easy access to the customer
and service specific information.

The annotations are made by adding the following custom attributes to NNMi's interface object:





HPSA_Service_Type [ e.g : L3VPN, L2VPN ]
HPSA_VPN_Branch_Path [ Refers to the branch patch of the associated service flow point]
HPSA_VPN_Cxy_Vabcd_Tijk [e.g. HPSA_VPN_C27_V_1038_T921]

○ Number followed by “C” – refers to customer ID
○ Number followed by “V” – refers to VPN ID
○ Number followed by “T” – refers to Flowpoint ID



HPSA_VPN_TPid – refers to the TerminationPoint associated to the interface

The service information annotated on the interfaces can be viewed on the “Custom Attributes” tab of
the interface. In order to launch this view on NNMi, perform the following steps:
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Login to NNMi
Click on the WorkspaceNetwork Overview Node Form<NE>Interfaces
Open the interface on which service activation has happened.

NNMi Integration



Click on the Custom Attributes tab to view the service annotations.

Figure 12-8 Service information annotation

VPN_SVP
When the services are deleted from VPN_SVP, these annotations are automatically removed.
NOTE: Annotations are always created on the PE Interface.

NOTE: When Juniper logical interfaces are participating in a given service, the service annotation
is done on the “Parent Interface” or the physical interface associated with the logical interface. As
a consequence, during the cross launch of a flowpoint associated with a juniper logical interface,
the launch always results in the display of parent interface on VPN_SVP.

12-5 Interface Group Views
The Interface Groups helps the operators to obtain a view of all the interfaces associated a specific
VPN service. These custom interface groups get created upon service creation – and can be
launched from VPN_SVP service tree as shown below:
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Figure 12-9 Launching NNMi Interface Group View

VPN_SVP operator – can easily see the status of any of the interfaces involved in a specific VPN by
looking at this view:
Figure 12-10 NNMi Interface Group View

NOTE: Interfaces Groups created on NNMi - are not automatically deleted during service deletion.
These need to be cleaned up manually at regular intervals. Refer to “NNMi Liaison plugin
configuration“ section of [ADM].

12-6 Flowpoint Cross Launch
Whenever an NNMi operator receives incidents on an interface, knowledge of the VPN service
associated with the interface would help him decide the right priority for the incident [say when
making a decision on forwarding a certain incident to the trouble ticketing system] and taking an
appropriate action.
This feature provides the NNMi operator the ability to launch the VPN_SVP flowpoint view of a
selected interface. Refer to section 10-1-4 in [ADM] for the details on configuring this feature.
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The service flowpoint view can be launched from NNMi’s Action->Show HPSA VPN Flowpoint View
as shown below:

Figure 12-11 Launching Service Flowpoint View

The moment cross launch option is chosen, service flowpoint view is displayed as shown below:

Figure 12-12 Service Flowpoint View
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13 NA Integration
This chapter describes various NA Integration features available with VPN_SVP Solution along with
the configuration life cycle to be followed to optimally utilize all the VPN_SVPNA Integration
features. VPN_SVP 5.1 provides below integration features:




VPN_SVPNA Cross Launch
Service Configuration Integrity for L3VPN, L2VPN and L2VPWS services created by VPN_SVP
for Cisco and Juniper Network Elements.

NOTE: You will find more information on HPSA and NA integration in Chapter 11 of.INTEGRATE

13-1 VPN_SVP-NA Cross Launch
The term VPN_SVPNA Cross Launch refers to the fact of invoking and showing different views of
NA from the VPN_SVP. VPN_SVP 5.1 covers following VPN_SVP NA Cross Launch scenarios:






NA Device Configuration
NA Device Configuration Changes
NA Device Diagnosis
NA Policy Compliance.

All the necessary parameters such as NA’s protocol, hostname, port, username, password and
enable CL needs to be configured before initiating Cross Launch from the Inventory GUI as shown
in Figure 13-1. Cross launch of NA views could be disabled by un-checking the Enable NA cross
Launch option.
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Figure 13-1 NA Configuration for Cross Launch

13-1-1 Launching NA View’s
All the users with the role “CRModel_NA_operations” are allowed to perform the NA-Related
Operations including Cross Launch. All the view’s for the PE’s could be launch from the Equipment
tree by selecting a device as shown in Figure 13-2.
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Figure 13-2 Launching NA views for the PE Router

Figure 13-3 shows the snap shot of Cross Launching the Device configuration view from VPN_SVP
Equipment tree.
NOTE: To know more about the different NA view’s see the [NA_USR].
Figure 13-3 Device Configuration View

13-2 Service Configuration Integrity
VPN_SVP solution provision and manages MPLS based L3VPN, L2VPN and L2VPWS services.
However, unauthorized modification of the configuration of these service on the Network Element
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can create a serious security breach which will eliminate the end-users’ trust to the provider’s ability
to manage a MPLS VPN network.
Solution like HPSA VPN_SVP deducts a successful activation based on the responses received
from the device during activation. However, there is no way to check if the configuration file is in
sync with the DB. VPN_SVP 5.1 addresses this limitation by using NA Service Integrity capabilities
by creating Policies and associate rules to it for all the services created through VPN_SVP. See
[NA_USR] to know more about the NA Service Integrity.
Here are the steps to be followed to add/modify or delete Policies/rules for any activation request
that a HPSA received from CRM, any other northbound system or while doing Interface recovery
from Inventory:




VPN_SVP activates a service in the network.



Used XSLT transformation to extract the set of extract set of <Do> commands from the set of
commands.



VPN_SVP analyze the set of <DO> commands to generate NA Policy request of
addition/deletion/modification of Policies or the associated rules to it.



Take a Snapshot of the router config after successful handling of the Policies request as
mentioned in Step 4.



Update NA_SI attribute in AUDIT_RECORD_PARAM table to reflect the status of NA policy
request.

VPN_SVP queries the AUDIT_PARAM and AUDIT_RECORD_PARAM table to get the
Activation Template file (file that contains set of commands that was executed for an activation).

NOTE: It is assumed that Operator is not deleting an AUDIT Entry for the ongoing Activation.
Configuration.
NOTE: It is also assumed that NA WF module and NA Queue is configured as mentioned in the
[ADM].

13-2-1 L3VPN Service Integrity:
Service Integrity for L3VPN service configuration primary consists of interface and the VRF block.
VPN_SVP form the below policies to monitor the L3VPN service configuration:



Service Policy: This policy monitors the Interface bock of the L3VPN Service creation, which
involve the association of QoS profile, Ratelimit, VRF, IP address to the service (interface).
Service policy uses <service_id> and <ne_id> to uniquely identify it on NA. E.g.
HPSA_VPN_SERVICEID_<service_id>_<ne_id>



VRF Policy: This policy monitors the VRF bock of the L3VPN Service, which involves the
associated RD, rt-import, rt-export values of the VRF. All the policies on NA requires unique
name. VRF policy uses <vrf_name> and <ne_id> to uniquely form the VRF Policy name e.g.
HPSA_VPN_VRF_<vrf_name>_<ne_id>

See Figure 13-4 for the VRF and Service policies created on NA for the L3VPN.

13-2-2 L2VPN Service Integrity:
Service Integrity for L2VPN service configuration primary consists of interface and the VFI block.
VPN_SVP form the below policies to monitor the L2VPN service configuration:



Service Policy: This policy monitors the Interface block of the L3VPN Service creation, which
involve the association of QoS profile, Ratelimit, vfi to the service (interface). Service policy
uses <service_id> and <ne_id> to uniquely identify it on NA. E.g.
HPSA_VPN_SERVICEID_<service_id>_<ne_id>



VFI Policy: This policy monitors the VFI bock of the L2VPN Service. VFI policy uses <vfi_name>
and <ne_id> to uniquely form the VFI Policy name e.g. HPSA_VPN_VFI_<vfi_name>_<ne_id>
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See
Figure 13-4 for the VFI and Service policies created on NA for L2VPN.

13-2-3 L2VPWS Service Integrity:
Service Integrity for L2VPWS service configuration primary consists of interface block. VPN_SVP
only form the Service Policy to monitor the QoS profile, rate limit, encapsulation to the Service:

Figure 13-4 Listing NA policies

13-2-4 Viewing Policies on NA
All the Policies that are configured on NA can be viewed by selecting Policy List under Policies
menu bar. This will open the Policies page as shown in Figure 13-4. NA User can select following
action for each policy:



View & Edit — Opens the Edit Policy page as shown in Figure 13-5, where a policy can modify
policies.



Test — Opens the Test Policy page as shown in Figure 13-6.

NOTE: To know more about Navigating through the Policies and Rules see [NA_USR].
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Figure 13-5 View and Edit NA Policies

13-2-5 Checking Policy Compliance on NA
All the policies that are created by VPN_SVP to monitor the Service Configuration should be
validated to see if it is correctly catching issues with a device. This could be done by using the Test
Policy capability of NA. NA user can choose the “Test” option as shown in Figure 13-4. On selecting
the Test option a Test policy page will open as shown in Figure 13-6. When you have selected the
device, click the Perform Test button to check the compliance.
NA also allows testing device configurations for the compliance against one or more configuration
policies. This could be done by selecting Test Policy Compliance option under Policies menu bar.
See Testing Policy Compliance section of [NA_USR] for more details.
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Figure 13-6 Checking compliance of a policy

13-3 How to take Snapshot
NA provides a functionality through which an operator can check if the stored configuration in the
NA database matches the running configuration on the device. If not, the task stores a new copy of
the device configuration and related data in the NA database. This task on NA is termed as “Take
Snapshot”.
VPN_SVP also initiates “Take Snapshot” task of NA after the successful activation of service on
Network Element and the creation/deletion/modification of the policies on NA. Take Snapshot task
also checks the compliance of all the services that are created on the network.
To know the status of the “Take Snapshot” task, select Recent Task under the Tasks on the menu
bar. Figure 13-7 shows the status of the Take Snapshot task under the Recent Task main page of
NA. On selecting a Take Snapshot on NA one can see the details of the Take Snapshot task.
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Figure 13-7 Status of the Take Snapshot task initiated by HPSA.
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